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A New 32-BitVLSI GomputerFamily:
Part ll-Software
Basedon HP'sproprietary32-bitVLSINMOS-l
II technology,
the HP 9000Series 500 Compufersuse local area
networkingand HP-UX,HP'senhancedversionof UNIX'!
Anadvancedversionof BASICthafusesrun-timecompiling
is availableon the Model 520 integratedworkstation.
by MichaelV. Hetrickand MichaelL. Kolesar
I N 1981 HEWLETT-PACKARD desmibed the developI ment of a single-chip 32-bit processorlfabricatedwith
I a new VLSI processtechnology called NMOS [I.2 This
new technology was also used to develop four other 32-bit
chips that, coupled with the design of a special coppercored circuit board called a finstrate, enable a powerful
multiprocessor 32-bit computer system to be packaged
within a module no larger than a loaf of bread. The design
of the five chips, the module, and the finstrate, and the
NMOS-il process were discussed in last August's issue.
The compact module, called the MemoryiProcessorModule, forms the heart of a desktop engineering computer
workstation, the HP 9000 Computer, introduced by HP in
1983. Now known as the HP 9000 Model 520, it contains
a S%-inch flexible disc drive, has four VO slots, and has a
choice of either a color or rnonochromatic 13-inch CRT
display. Depending on the choice of the twelve finstrates
possible in the Memory/Processor Module, up to three
CPUs, three I/O processors,or 2.5M bytes of RAM can be
installed. Available options include an internal thermal
printer and an internal 10M-byte hard disc memory.
A sophisticated internal operating system, called SUN,
was developed to coordinate this compact multiprocessor

computer system. A high-performance interactive highlevel language system is required to allow a user to take
full advantage of the features included in the Model S20.
An enhanced version of BASIC and a run-time compiling
technique were developed. This version was designed as
a supersetof the BASIC used on earlier HP desktop computers so that users could easily port existing software to the
Model 520.
In late 1983, the HP 9000 family of computers was defined to include some earlier 16-bit technical desktop computers,3now known asthe Series200, and alternative packages for the Memory/Processor Module, which with the
Model 520, form the Series 500. To simplify the porting of
software developed by other companies to the HP 9000
family, HP-UX, an enhanced version of UNIX'", was developed. LAN 9000 was developed to provide local area
networking.
Fig. L depicts all current HP 9000 models. The primary
distinction between the Series200 and Series 500 Computers is in their microprocessor, or central processing unit
(CPU),and the ensuing system design. All Series 200 models arebasedon Motorola's 16/32-bit6S000microprocessor,
while all Series 500 models use HP's proprietary 32-bit
UNIX is a U.S. trademarkof Bell Laboratories.

Fig. 1. The HP 9000 family of
computersincludes the Serles
200 and fhe Serles 500 Computers. The Series200 is basedon
the 16/32-bit 68000 microprocessor and the Series 500 rs
basedon HP'sproprietary32-bit
VLS/NMOS-///
chrpset.Ihe Serles
200is lowerin costand theSerles
500hashigherperformance.
Programsdevelopedin BASICon the
Series200 can be ported to the
Model520 of the Serles500 for
decreasedcomputationtimeand
otherperformanceadvantages.
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Contrasting Proiect Management
The relative magnitudesot the BASIC and HP-UX projects
created interestingand contrastingsoftwaremanagementtechniques. BASIC, being relativelysmall in code size by today's
standards (less than one megabyte)was implementedentirely
within HP's Fort CollinsSystemsDivision(FSD).A development
environmentknown as MODCAL,which ran on previous-generationdesktopcomputers,was an effectivetool for code development. Since the project was executed by a few engineering
groups in one department,coordinationamong the designteam
was extremely efficient.
HP-UXdevelopment,on the other hand, was much larger in
scope;it resultedin approximately10 megabytesof systemcode.
Featuressuch as multiplelanguages,graphics,networking,and
fundamentalprogramdevelopmenttools were required.HP entities outside of FSD had the expertiseto contributein some of
these key areas. Thus, two Californiaorganizations-the Computer LanguageLaboratory(CLL)and the EngineeringProductivity Division(EPD)---alongwith the ColoradoNetworksOperation (CNO) provided FSD with major softwaresubsystems.CLL
produced the FORTRANand Pascalcompilers,EPD developed
graphics libraries,
HP's well-knowntwo- and three-dimensional
and CNO provided most of the data communicationsand networking software.
FSD portedthe UNIX'. commandsand createdthe Systemlll
UNIX interfaceto the existingSeries500 operatingsystem.FSD
was alsoresponsiblefor coordinatingthe entiresoftwaredevelopment and integratingall subsystemsinto a cohesiveproduct.
As the HP-UX asynchronouscommunicationssoftware became functional,it was used to transmitmessagesand internal
softwareupdates betweendivisions.FSD and CNO capitalized
on high-speed local area network prototype hardware and software to update local systemselectronically.
Thus, many HP-UXsoftwaresubsystemsbecame key developmenttoolsevenas theywere beingcreated.(TheUNIXcommand
set, C, FORTRAN,and Pascalcompilers,and SCCS,the source
code control system,are additionalexamples.)Their everyday
use not only contributedto our developmentproductivity,but
also served as a prime exampleof how internaluse of what will
become a product improvesthe product's overall quality in a
way that is not otherwisepossible.
.UNIX is a U.S. trademark oI Bell Laboratories

-Michael V. Hetrick
-Michael L. Kolesar

the internal SUN operating system clearly distinct from
the code for the BASIC language. This separation was
necessaryto provide the foundation for a true multilingual
system. For example, we knew that the Series 500 with
virtual memory would be an excellent FORTRAN engine.
The separation or layering of the software made it necessary to define a powerful and flexible set of operating system entry points to support the real-time event-driven
BASIC language needs. This set of underpinnings also
serves as the basis for the HP-UX system.
The SUN operating system hides most of the hardware
details from the higher-level subsystems. The initial version of SUN supports the Model 520's demanding 700keyword BASIC languagewith its new run-time compiler.
The support for multiple CPUs and VO processors was
designed in from the beginning. The BASIC language system supports memory-resident programs and data,but does
not support virtual memory. Besides the BASIC language
mainframe code, several option packagesextend its capabilities by adding two- and three-dimensional color
graphics, HP's IMAGE data base management and query
system, extended VO, extended mass storagewith multiple
disc formats, multitasking, advanced programming such as
matrix manipulations, and VO drivers for a variety of interfaces and devices. BASIC's highly integrated human interface causes it to be provided only on the Model 520, the
integrated desktop version of the Series 500. Special
hardware in the Model 520's display unit is used to achieve
excellent performance for BASIC's text and graphics window facilities. The Model szO keyboard contains special
control keys used in BASIC, such as RuN,STOP,STEP,and
PAusE,in addition to the keys normally found on a terminal
keyboard.
We chose UNIX as the best available environment to
support FORTRAN and other standard languages.A second
version of the SUN operating system was built using the
modules from the first version,but with the important virtual
memory feature added. The diagrams in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
show the similarity of the BASIC and HP-UX systems.This
leverage paid off handsomely, because almost from the
beginning, the terminals, discs and printers worked reliably

CPU chip set mentioned earlier. Highly compatible system
software spansthe lower-cost Series200 and higher-performance Series500 workstations to provide abroad price/performance product family. BASIC is offered on all but the
Model 530 and Model 540; HP-UX is offered on all but the
Model 216 and Model 226.A standardHP Pascaldevelopment environment also appears on all Series 200 models.
This issue discussesthe development of the Series 500
software systems with the exception of the multitasking,
graphics, and VO subsystemsfor Model 520 BASIC. They
will be discussed with the hardware design of the Series
500 in the May issue, which will conclude the story of the
development of the HP 9000 Series500 Computers.
Software Organization
The software for the Series 500 is modular and is easily
decomposed into smaller building blocks. The design kept
JoURNALMARoH1984
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Fig.2. Block diagram of the BASIClanguage system for the
HP 9000 Model 520 Computer.

for FIP-UX. Also, the real-time and multiprocessor design
carried over to HP-UX to give it a more solid basis for
performance extensions, device VO, and real-time than
could be achievedwith a ported system.
A thin layer of code maps the HP-UX intrinsic calls into
the underlying SUN intrinsics. The same HP Structured
Directory Format (SDF) hierarchical file system used by
BASICis also usedby HP-UX.It is almostindistinguishable
from the System III UNIX file system except that it is more
reliable and less susceptibleto corruption from power failuresand systemcrashes,This layereddesignwas a concern
becauseit could lead to deviations from the UNIX semantics defined by Bell Laboratories.Therefore,a set of extensive and comprehensivekernel test programswas devisedto
determine if any detectabledifferenceshad beenintroduced.
With only a small additional effort, the layered kernel
passedthe validation tests.The same set of test programs
is being used to verify the Series 200 HP-UX kernel and
future releasesof the Series500 kernel.
The commands and libraries offered are selected from
both the Bell Laboratories and the University of California
at Berkeley versions of UNIX. Those most neededfor program transport and development are included. The three
user program languagesoffered areC, Pascal,and FORTRAN
77. The calling sequencesallow mixing of languagesat the
subroutine level and the sharing of all library routines.
The definition of FIP-UX includes not just compatibility
with Bell Laboratories'UNIX System III, but also HP extensions. The current system offers IMAGE data basemanagement, AGP/DGL graphics, and local areanetworking based
on ARPANET TCP/IP and Ethernet protocols with both file

Flg.3. Blockdiagramof theHP-UXoperctingsystemfor the
HP 9000Serles500 Comouters.
and processservices.
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The Development of a BASIC Language Subsystem
The developmentof the BASIC language subsystemfor the
HP 9000 Model 520 Computerhad one primarygoal-to allow
this new workstationto be a complete functionalreplacement
for the HP 9835 and HP 9845 Computersl while achieving at
least ten times the performanceof the HP 9845 by using Hp's
new 32-bit NMOS-lllcustom VLSI chip set.2In addition,new
featureswere needed to keep pace with the new applications
that such a capable machinewould encompass.The developmentscheduleforthistop-of-the-line
BASICmachineran in parallel with the chip set development.
The designteamdecomposedthesehigh-levelgoalsintomany
challenging technical goals, uppermost being to provide a
growthpath for HP'scurrentBASIClanguagecustomersthrough
a high degree of compatibility,and to add new functionssuited
to the power of the new hardware.The BASIC language was
unifiedand extendedin cooperationwith the Series200 Comouters3 language team while retaininga high degree of program
compatibilitywith the earlierHP 9835 and Hp 9845. Thus, programs from either generationof machinesmove easilyonto the
Model 520. Almost no differencesare notable between Series
200 BASICand Model 520 BASIC.Even though most Hp 9845
statementsare retained,the uniformityof the evolvinglanguage
dictatedthatsomedifferenceswouldresult.An optionaltranslator
for HP 9845 programsto achievea more precisesemanticmatch
is available.
The major technicalcontributionto support the performance
goals was a run-timecompiler for the BASIC language. This
compiler appears to the programmerto be the same as our

traditionalinterpretiveenvironment,preservingsuch featuresas
tracing,linestepping,executionof statementsfromthe keyboard
and manipulationof a running program'svariables.A running
program can be paused, linescan be added, deleted,or modified,and executionthen continuedfrom its pointof suspension.
All of these featuresare still supportedeven though the user's
program is hot interpreted,but compiled into object code and
directlyexecuted.
The resultinghigh-productivity
programmingenvironmentuses
executionmodesand trap instructionsbuilt intothe new processor. Parallelchip set and softwaredevelopmentallowed many
specializedinstructionsto be added to the processorin support
of these interactivefeaturesas well as the languageitself.These
included some of the traps, the string manipulationset, and bit
manipulation.The resultingBASIC language system has over
700 keywordsthat encompass significantdata base management, graphics and l/O capabilities.
The new compiledenvironmentretainsthe event-driven,realtime program control of the HP 9845 and HP 9000 Model 226
Computers. Program branching and flow are tied to both
hardware and softwareevents through the use of ONstatements.
These statementsdefine the asynchronousbranchingthat is to
occur when selectedevents happens.
Also in supportof the performanceobjectives,the newmachine
uses the emergingIEEEbinaryfloating-pointmathematicsstandard insteadof the traditionaldecimal mathematics.In addition
to makinguse of the fast microcodedfloating-pointon the microprocessor, binary mathematicsis used in new algorithmsfor
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computing transcendentaland other functionswhich are both
faster and more accurate.
Multitaskingwas added to improvethe user's access to the
machineand to usethe improvedprocessorpower.Simultaneous
programexecutionand developmentare now supported.Up to
These processes
60 user processescan be run simultaneously.
sharethe systemresourcesand peripherals.Forcommunciations
theyhave"named-event"signaling.Memory
and synchronization
residentvolumes and files were added for rapid shared-data
access. File locking allows for atomic (indivisible)update of a
shared file.
The systemarchitectureprovides{or multipleidenticalCPUs.
This featurewas incorporatedinto the operatingsystemso that
the power of many processorscould be directed at runable
tasks.The fundamentaldesign supportsthese multipleCPUsas
homogeneousand anonymouscomputing resources.Since all
CPUs have symmetric access to all l/O, there is no need to
introducemaster-slaverelationships.The only externallyvisible
effect of adding more CPUs is increasedthroughput.
Full-screeneditingand multipleuser-definedwindowsin both
graphics and alpha displayswere added to improvethe human
interface.Bothpublicand privatewindowsare supported,including arbitrarywindow overlap and last update priority display.
Thesewindowsact much like sheetsof paper on your desk, with
the topmostsheetsoccludingthe sheetsbelowwherethey overlap.Thewindowstructureis dynamic-even the systemmessage
areas can be relocatedanywhereon the screen.
An example of new hardwarecapabilitythat mapped into a
new set of languagefeaturesis the internal,nonvolatile,real{ime
clock, which facilitatesusing time to scheduleprogram events.
The new file system also uses the clock to time-stampfiles as
they are created or changed and the listerdates hard copy.
The graphicsdefinitionwas extendedto supportmultipleinput
deviceswith trackingand eventcapture,and the transformation
pipeline includes both two- and three-dimensionalmodeling
modes.
D,evelopment Tools
A very accurateemulationprogramthat mimickedthe execution of the new machine'sinstructionset was writtenfor execution
on the distributedHP 9845workstations.Thissoftwareemulation
was so accurate that it took only ten minutesfrom the time the
team untilthe system
first chip set was deliveredto the softvvare
was up and runninga BASICprogram in compiled code on the
new Model 520 hardware.
The instructionset4 of the new VLSI CPU chip provided the
hooksfor a highly interactivesymbolicdebuggingtool. This debugger provided a simpletransitionbetweenrunningand stepping of systemsprograms.Procedure,line,and assemblylevel
steppingare selectedon the fly. Programflow is displayedsymbolicallyat the appropriatelevel. Variablescan be referenced
symbolically.
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Pascal was chosen as the systems programminglanguage
withextensionsfor separatemodularcompilationto supportlarge
team programdevelopment.This new languageis called MODCAL for MODular PasCAL.MODCAL is very similarto Wirth's
Modula ll, but was designed independentlyby HP. For the programmingenvironment,the UCSD(Universityof Californiaat San
Diego) p systemwas selectedbecauseit was writtenin Pascal,
was easilyported to the HP 9845, and had the othertools,such
as editors,that were needed.
Another imoortantdecision was to seDaratethe BASIC language from its operating system support. Clear separationof
the operatingsystemprovidedcode that could be leveragedtor
the HP-UXprojectand reducedthe cost of maintainingthe Model
520 BASICsystem.The underpinningsfor the HP 9000 multipleCPU HP-UX system are the same operating system modules
used for BASIC.
Over 750K bytes of code are in the BASIC system for the
Model 520, forming the most powerful program development
environmentever providedfor an HP desktopcomputersystem.
The resultingsystem's speed, graphics, and real-time,eventdriven l/O capabilitymake it a very powerfulengineeringtool. A
large number of HP 9845 and Model 226 programshave been
easily moved onto the Model 520. Performancegains average
50 to 100 timesthe performanceof the HP 98458 Computerand
more than 10 timesthe performanceof the HP 9845,option200,
for computation-limited
tasks.The same computationaltasks average 15 times faster than on the BASICversion of the Model
226 Comouter.
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HP-UX:lmplementationof UNIXon the
HP 9000Series500GomputerSystems
by Scott W. Y. Wang and Jeff B. Lindberg
N IMPLEMENTATION of the UNIX'. operating system kernel has been layered on top of an existing
operating system kernel for the HP 9000 Series 500
Computer Systems. The mapping of UNIX functional requirements onto the capabilities of the underlying operating system is discussed in this article, along with the implementation of UNIX commands and libraries. These
pieces of UNIX, along with other extensions added by HP,
make up the HP-UX operating system.
The HP-UX operating system is compatible with Bell
Laboratories' System III UNIX, and supports most of the
standard UNIX commands and libraries. A number of extensions are available,including
r FORTRAN 77
r HP Pascal
rC
r HP's AGP three-dimensional and DGL two-dimensional
graphics subroutines
r LAN 9000, an Ethernet-compatible 1OM-biVslocal area
network
r The vi visual editor
r Virtual memory
r Shared memory
r HP's MAGE data base management system
r Support of symmetric multiple CPUs.
HP-UX Operating Environment
There are three levels of software in a UNIX system:
commands,libraries,and kernel intrinsics (Fig.1).The commands are user-level programs which can call libraries or
kernel intrinsics. Some commands are provided with the
operating system as standard utilities. One example is the
command interpreter, or shell. Commands can also be written as normal user programs by the user. Libraries are also
user-level code, but can be called only from a programming
UNIX is a U.S. trademark ot Bell Laboratories.

Fig. 1, UNIXconslsfsof three levelsof software---+ommands,
libraries.and kernelrntnnslcs.

language such as FORTRAN or C. Kernel intrinsics can be
called (normally as functionsJ from user programs or libraries, and provide a fundamental set of operating system
operations.
UNIX Kernel Overview
A standard UNIX kernel provides support for I/O, file
system access,processmanagement,real-time clock access,
memory allocation, etc. The set of kernel intrinsics is fairly
small and simple; only basic operations are supported by
the kernel. For example, file manipulation operations such
as copying files are done by commands. The command
interpreter shell is another capability that is implemented
in a user program instead of inside the kernel.
Process Management. The UNIX kernel supports the creation of asynchronous processesthat run in the background
while the user executes other interactive programs in the
foreground. Intrinsics are provided for the creation, termination, and synchronization of processes.Special events

Typical HP-UX Commands
Commands in HP-UX are run by entering the name of the
command.For instance,to listthe contentsof the currentworking
directory,enter b. This causes a program by that name (which
may be locatedin one of severaldefaultdirectories)to be loaded
into memoryand to begin executing.Other examplesof HP-UX
commandsare:
cd dirpath
pwd
vitilename
rmfilename
cp filenamedestdir
cattil€name
catfil€namelwc

Changethe workingdirectoryto the
directoryindicatedby diaath
Printsthe full path name (filename)of
the currentworking directory
Invokethe visualeditortoeditfile
lilename
Removefilefitename
Copy f ilelilename
into directorydestdir
Printthe contentsof filefilename
Printthenumberoflines,wordsand
characterscontainedin filetitename.
wcis the word countcommandand its
input,inthiscase,istheoutputof the
catcommand(dueto the pipe created
bv l).
List the contentsof the currentworking directory.The -t is an option
thattellsthe tscommandto emit
additionalinformation.
Mostcommandsacceptone or moreoptions.
-Michael L. Connor
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are noted by sendingsignalsto one or more processesfrom
other processes or from the kernel. The kernel manages
identification fields, such as processID, user ID, and group
ID, which uniquely identify a processor group of processes.
The exec intrinsic loads a user program (code and data)
into memory from an executable file. The memory model
of UNIX is very simple. It consists of the user's program,
an execution stack, and a dynamic heap which can be
extended or contracted via a kernel intrinsic.
File Manipulation. The UNIX file system is built around
a hierarchical directory structure, allowing a directory to
contain other directories as well as normal files. Kernel
intrinsics are provided to create files, directories, and special files (devicesthat arein the filename space).The kernel
also supports creating and deleting links (alternate names)
to files and gettingor settingfile accessmodes.A significant
featureis the ability to mount a separatedisc volume logically
onto a directory in an on-line volume. This means that all
on-line volumes are part of a single directory hierarchy.
File Access.A single set of I/O intrinsics provides transparent accessto files, devices, or the standard input of other
processes.A program normally does not know whether its
standard input is coming from a file, a device, or another
process via an interprocess pipe. Standard operations are
provided, including read, write, open, close and status.
Special device control is provided via the ioctlintrinsic.
Miscellaneous. Several other features are supported by the
standard UNIX kernel, such as real-time clock access,logging accounting information at process termination, and
profiling the execution of user programs. The profiling and
accounting facilities have not yet been added to HP-UX.
SUN Operating System Kernel
When the HP 9000 project began,the operating system
designerstook a different approach from that used on HP's
previous desktop computers. Even though the first l{P 9000
language system was to be an extension of the BASIC languagesystem of the HP 9845 Computer, an objective of the
operating system design was to allow other languages in
later versions of the product. The system software was
designedin a modular, layered fashion (seeFigs. 2 and 3
on pages4 and 5). A central operatingsystemkernel provides
a high-level interface to the hardware and machine architecture, while other subsystemsprovide more specific functions layered on top of this kernel. This operating system
kernel, called SUN, is described in detail in the article on
page28.
SUN is written mainly in MODCAL, an enhancedversion
of Pascal.MODCAL supportsinformationhiding* viamodules, an elegant error recovery mechanism, and systems
programming extensions such as absolute addressing. A
small part of SUN is written in assembly language. The
SUN kernel is not visible to the user; instead, it relies on
upper-levelsubsystemssuch asBASICor HP-UX to provide
a user interface. The major pieces of the SUN operating
system kernel handle power-on initialization and memory
and process management, and coordinate the file system,
drivers, I/O primitives, real-time clock, and interprocess
messages.
tlntormationhiding is a softwaredesign approach where the innerworkingsof an individual
section are kept "hidden" from other sections. This allows a seclion to be changed or
updated with minimal concern about its effects on other sections.
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An unusual feature of the file and I/O systemis the ability
to add new directory format structures, device drivers and
interface drivers. These modules can be added without
affecting the existing SUN kernel code.
Somekey piecesaremissingfrom SUNby design,notably
the human interface and program loader. The BASIC system provides its own human interface code, which uses
the integrated CRT and keyboard of the Model 520, the
desktop version of the HP 9000 Series 500 Computers. HPUX provides a terminal-style human interface to communicate with the user through the integrated CRT and keyboard
as well as through normal terminals. HP-UX and BASIC
also provide their own program loading facilities.
HP-UX Kernel Strategy
The basic strategy of the HP-UX implementation is to
layer the HP-UX kernel definition on top of the SUN kernel.
The exact System III UNIX semantics and syntax are kept,
but the HP-UX intrinsics are implemented using SUN kernel support instead of porting the Bell Laboratories kernel
implementation to the Series500.
A layer of code called the HP-UX layer resides just above
(and in some casesbeside) the SUN kernel, as does the
BASIC subsystem.However, BASIC and HP-UX are mutually exclusive; only one can be loaded at a time.
The HP-UX layer performs any necessary bansformations between UNIX formats and the corresponding SUN
formats (e.g.,the real-timeclock format).It calls procedures
in SUN whenever appropriate, but still has full accessto
the hardware and architecture when needed. The HP-UX
layer maintains a number of higherJevel data structures
to manageHP-UX user processesand user resources.
This layering strategy has a significant impact on the
implementation detail of the HP-UX layer. For example,
MODCAL is used instead of C as the implementation language. However, user-level code written for System III
UNIX will run on HP-UX, unless it depends on certain
internal implementation details such as the directory format structure or invisible internal system data structures.
The advantagesof this layering approach come in two
main categories-leverage and opportunities for contribution. A large portion of hardware-dependent code was already written for the Series 500 and its peripherals. Using
the SUN kernel made it unnecessary to rewrite this code
for HP-UX. Existing modules used include device and interface drivers----especiallysigrrificant becauseof the complexity of the HP-IB (IEEE 4BB) and the new HP CS-80
discs-low-level memory management, power-up code,
process scheduler, architecturally dependent utility routines, and other machine-dependentcode.
SUN has a number of features that are not present in
UNIX; these features provide opportunities for
HP-UX to make a contribution over other UNIX implementations. These include real-time performance in the area
of interrupt response time and process switching, support
for multiple CPUs, reliability in the face of system errors,
support for variable-size independently managed dynamic
memory segments, semaphores, and low-level device I/O
capability. Also, HP's IMAGE data base management system was already implemented on top of SUN for the BASIC
system. This code was ported to the HP-UX environment

What is UNIX'"?
The popularityof the UNIX'" operatingsystemdeveloped by
Bell Laboratories
has been increasingsince it becameoperationalin 1971.Today,it is rapidlybecomingthe most popular
operatingsystemlor mid-sizedcomputersand runson numerous
machines made by different manufacturers.There have even
been those that have likened UNIX's role in operatingsystems
today to FORTRAN's
role in computerlanguagessome twenty
years ago.
UNIXwas developedby Ken Thompsonand DennisRitchie
of Bell Laboratories.Both men had been working on a project
called Multics(an acronymfor multiplexedinformationand computing service),which was a large multiuseroperatingsystem
that was eventuallycancelled by Bell Laboratories.From there,
Thompson,and then Richie,went on to developUNIX.As you
might expect,many of the more desirablefeaturesfound in Multics wereincorporated
in the UNIXdesign.In fact,eventhe UNIX
name was adopted from a playfultwistingof "Multics
As the yearswent by, the UNIXsystemswithinBellLaboratories
evolved until versionsix (V6) was developed about 1975. This
versionbecamequitepopularin a numberof universities
around
the world,includingthe Universityof Californiaat Berkeley(UCB).
Versionseven was releasedin 1978and quickly replacedV6
in most installations.This version is the base for most of the
commercial UNIX look-alikes,of which the Xenix system developed by Microsoftis probably the best known. lt is also the
versionon which UCB builttheir popularenhancedversionsof
UNIX. Each UCB versionreleasedcontaineda few enhancementsoverthe previousreleases.
UCB'sversionsaredesignated
by xBSD, where x is the version number and BSD stands for
BerkeleySoftwareDistribution.4.2BSD is the most recent.
In early1982,BellLaboratories
releasedSystemlll UNIX.This
versionis the base for HP-UX(HP'sversionof UNIX),although
HP-UX also incorporatessome of the nicer features found in
UCB's4.1BSDversion.
SystemV UNIX was releasedby Bell Laboratories
in 1983.
Bell is guaranteeing
that all of theirfutureUNIXversionswill be
compatiblewith SystemV.
UNIX Popularity
Exactlywhy UNIXhas becomeso popularis a hard question
to answer,but the reasonsprobably include:
Simplicity.The UNIX systemcan be brokeninto fairlysmall
independentpieces.Each piececan be comprehendedindividuallyand at a pace that is comfortablefor a user.Few users
ever need to learn all the featuresprovided by UNIX.
Power.The pieces of the systemcan be connectedsynergisticallyand manipulated
at executiontime,the l/O can be redirected, the output of one process can be connected to the
input of another(forminga "pipeline"of arbitrarylength),processescan be executedin foregroundor background,a command list can be developedand then executedwhen desired
and as often as desired,etc.
Flexibility.
Piecesof the UNIX systemare easilyadded, replaced, or deleted. System reconfigurationis quick and
straightforward.
Software.BellLaboratories,Hewlett-Packard,
and a lotof other
companiesand individualshaveput a lotof effortintodeveloping a largesoftwarebasethatrunsin the UNIXenvironment.
UNIXis a U.S.trademarkof Bell Laboratories.

Ease of porting. Most of the UNIX system is written in a
machine-independent
manner.lt has been portedto a number of different computer architectureswith relativelyfew
proorems.
Features
UNIXhas manyfeatures.Someof them are:
The shell.The shell is a programthat providesthe interface
betweenthe user and the UNIXsystem.lt is a commandinterpreterthat takes input from the user and executesthe requestedcommands.lt can alsotake inputfrom an ASCIIcommand file, which is generallyreferredto as a "shellscript."
Whena commandis executed,it can be passedarguments,
have its standardl/O files redirected.and/or be olaced in the
background,all throughprovisionsbuilt into the shell.The
thatailowconditional
shellalsohasflowcontrolstructures
and
multipleexecutionof commandlists.Becauseof the flexibility
of UNIX,the shellcan be replacedby a differentprogram.In
fact, UCB has chosento do just that and providestheirown
versionof the shellcalledthe C shell.
The C Language.C was developedconcurrently
with UNIX
at Bell Laboratories.lt is a medium-levellanguagewith many
of the featuresfound in Pascaland otherhigh-levellanguages.
It provides a programmerwith a lot of power and few constraints.Most implementations
of the UNIX kerneland most
of the UNIXcommandsare writtenin C.
Other languages.CurrentlyHP-UXon HP's HP 9000 Series
500 and Series 200 Comoutersoffers comoilers for Pascal
and FORTRAN77 in additionto C.
Fullsetof commands.Commandsto maintainthe UNIXsystem
and the file system,editors,text processors,and numerous
othercommandsare includedin HP-UX.The oooularvi editor
from UCB ls includedin this set.
A richsetof libraryroutines.
Theseincluderoutinesto compute
common math functions,to performformattedl/O, to access
kernelintrinsics,
and, on the HP 9000Series500 Computers,
routinesto manipulate
virtualmemoryobjects,to do DGUAGP
graphics,and to accessan IMAGEdata base.
Data communication
support.Systemlll and other versaons
of UNIX provide a set of UNIX{o-UNIXcopy (uucp)services
to allowthe user to oass filesfrom node to node in a UNIX
network.A sophisticatedelectronicmail systemhas been implemented by using these services.To these, the HP 9000
Series500 Computersadd a local area network(LAN 9000),
generalterminalemulatorcapabilities,
and remotejob entry.
Sourcecode controlsystem(SCCS).Thisis a set of commands
that helpsthe programmerkeep track of changesto source
fi l e s .
Further Reading
1. H. Mccilton and R. Morgan,lntroducingthe UN/X System,N/ccraw-Hill,1983.A
good tutorial.
2. R. Thomasand J. Yates,A User Gulde to the UNIX System,OSBORNE/tMcGraw-Hill,
Berkeley, 1982. Another good tutorial.
3. Bel Syslem TechnicalJournal,Vol. 57, no. 6, Part 2, July-August 1978.The entire
issueis dedicatedto UNIXof about versronseven
4. HP-UXReterenceManuai,Hewletl-PackardPublication09000-90004.A good reter
ence, but not easy lor a noviceto understand.
5. HP-UX SelectedArtlcles. Hewlett-PackardPublication97089-90002.Nineteenarticles on some ol the large componentslound in UNIX.
6. S.R.Bourne,fhe UNIXSystem,Addison-Wesley,
1983.A good introduction.

-Michael L. Connor
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to provide this important HP standard databasecapability.
An important concern was the performance of a layered
implementation; the risk was that conversion between the
SUN format and the HP-UX format would increase operating system overhead. The experience actually observed
after the product was completed was that the HP-UX layer
itself is responsiblefor approximately 10% of the CPUtime
used by the kernel, and nearly all of that time is spent
doing useful work such as loading programs. This means
that SUN is a fairly good match for the HP-UX requirements,
becauselittle time is wasted on conversionbetween SUN
and HP-UX formats.
Matching SUN and HP-UX
This section describes the areas of the SUN operating
system that were changed or augmented to support the
requirements of HP-UX. Only areas that are important to
mapping the UNIX semantics onto the original SUN kernel
are described in depth.
File System. There was already a good match between the
SUN operating system and FIP-UXin the hierarchical directory structure of the file system. The existing directory
format was modified to fit HP-UX semantics rather than
implement the standard UNIX disc format in MODCAL.
The fundamental operations such as read, write, open, and
close were already supported in a satisfactory manner in
SUN; no significant changesto these were necessary.
However, the file system itself was the areathat required
the largest changes in SUN. One of the biggest additions
was the support of device files, special files that map devices such as printers or terminals into the same name
spaceas regularfiles. The SUN file systemexpecteddevice
and file accesses
to be made separately.Specialcheckshad
to be made for special file types; the new device file code
performs operations for device files equivalent to those
originally performed only for regular files.
Another large changewas support for mounting disc volumes onto an on-line directory so that all accessiblefiles
and directories are part of a single directory hierarchy.
Again, special code was added to check each directory
access;if the directory has another volume mounted on it,
the accessis redirected to the root directory of the mounted
volume,
The third area of major changewas file accessprotection
semantics. The UNIX read/write/execute and user/group/
other mechanismsused to control accessto files were not
originally in the SUN file system protection scheme. This
could have been added, along with the standard UNIX disc
format structure, to a separate directory format module,
since SUN supports multiple directory format structures.
However, the characteristics of the existing format were so
close to those desired that the SUN format and protection
schemewere adapted to the HP-UX requirements instead.
Changes were made in the SUN file system to support
pipes and FIFO (first-in, first-out)files. In the early versions
of HP-UX, pipes were implemented in the HP-UX layer.
However,they havebeenmoved inside the SUN file system
for performance reasons. A number of minor HP-UX file
system operationshad to be added to SUN. Theseinclude
changing the owner of a file, reading or changing file access
modes, and duplicating an open file descriptor.
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Some operations are performed in the HP-UX layer.
These include parsing multilevel path names, managing
the user's open files table, and enforcingfile size limits on
extending files.
VO. In the area of device I/O, the existing SUN VO system
was a very good match for the needs of UNIX. Virtually no
changes were made to the VO primitives that provide the
interface to the backplane and VO processor, the bus
bandwidth management code, the drivers for interface
cards, or the disc and tape device drivers.
The major changes came in the internal and external
terminal support. The external terminal driver is based on
the existing serial interface driver, but adds UNIX ttysemantics such as type-ahead, line buffering, mapping carriage
returrVline feed to newline, and sending the interrupt and
quit signals.The Model 520 Computer'sintegratedkeyboard
and CRT device control code is based on the work done
for the BASIC system'shuman interface. But the functional
operation of the integrated "terminal" had to be completely
redone to be compatible with HP terminals.
Memory Management. Because of the simple memory
model of HP-UX, the memory allocation intrinsics are easily supported on most operating systems,including the
SUN kernel. The maior changesin the SUN memory management system were required by the addition of virtual
memory and shared memory, which are extensions rather
than semantic requirements of UNIX. The HP-UX layer has
the responsibility of keeping track of the user's memory
use and deallocating this memory when a process or program terminates.
Program Loading. No explicit function for loading and
executing programs is present in the SUN operating system,
but the underlying support neededis there.The file system
is used (with minor changes)to find and read the program
file, and the memory management system provides the
mechanism for allocation of code and data segments.No
major changeswere required in the SUN kernel to support
program loading.
The HP-UX layer managesshared code segments,which
allow multiple processesto sharea single copy of the code.
The HP-UX layer also handles relocation of code and data
segments at load time and meets the segment attribute requirements requested by the object file format.
ProcessManagement. The HP-UX processmanagementintrinsics are supported fairly well by the SUN kernel, but
two areas required a significant effort: fork and signal.The
fork system call creates a new process in the exact image
of the calling process. It returns to both the parent and
child processes,just after the lork call, at the point where
the function return value distinguishes the child from the
parent. Creatingan exact copy of a processis not a typical
operation supported by normal operating systems,including the SUN kernel.
At the SUN level, code was added to support the "cloning" of a process.The cloning operationallocatesmemory
for the child processand initializes SUN modules for the
new process.It is also responsiblefor duplicating the contents of the parent's segmenttable in the child's segment
table and creating an exact image of all the parent's segments in the child's addressspace,including virtual memory segmentsand the stack segment.

The HP-UX layer then initializes the new process.This
includes allocating an HP-UX processcontrol block, copying some fields from the parent's process control block,
and initializing other unique fields such as processID and
parent processID. It also incrementsuse counts on shared
objects such as shared code segmentsand open files. Finally, the HP-UX layer returns the appropriatevalue to the
parent (child's processID) and to the child (zero).
Signal Implementation. The implementation of signat,a
mechanism for interprocessevent notification and exception reporting,was a significant portion of the HP-UX layer
development. SUN had no explicit support for sending
asynchronoussignalsbetweenprocesses,
but did havemost
of the tools necessaryto implement this feature.
One tool is the ability of subsystemsto install trap handlers for most classesof traps possible on the Series 500
Computers.Signal processingis initiated by triggering an
Ml (machine instruction) trap in the target process,which
causesthe Mltrap handler to be enteredon the next machine
instruction executed.This handler is responsiblefor processingthe signal receivedand taking the specifiedaction.
This can be calling a user-specifiedsignal handler, terminating the process,or just ignoring the signal.
Other ProcessManagement. The process scheduler met
the requirementsof HP-UX in the original SUN implementation, but has been improved to allow dynamic process
priority adjustment to reward interactive processes.(It is
currently being enhanced to suspend low-priority processesduring heavy system loads.) SUN supports the creation of special systemprocessesthat can provide specific
system services. These system processescommunicate
with user processesand eachother via SUN'smailbox-style
interprocess messages. Also, a sophisticated set of
semaphoreoperations is provided for synchronization of
all processesin the system.This is especiallyimportant in
a multiple-CPU system;merely disabling interrupts does
not ensure exclusive accessto a shared data structure,becauseother processesmay be running simultaneously on
other CPUs.
The following processmanagementfunctional areasare
implemented in the HP-UX layer:
r Higher-level support of fork such as allocation and in'itialization
of a processcontrol block for the new HP-UX
process
r Higher-level support of signal,including sending and receiving signals, and specifying action to be taken on
receipt of a signal
r Managementof user, process,and group IDs
r Processtermination, including deallocationof resources
owned by the user process
I Wait for a signal or for termination of a child process
r Managementof HP-UX processcontrol blocks.
The functional areaslisted below are completely supported by the SUN kernel, except for those changesnoted.
r Power-up
I Multiple-CPU support
r Trap handling
I Real-time clock: the IIP-UX layer performs the conversionbetweenSUN time formatand HP-UXtime format
I Alarm clock: the HP-UX layer createsa system process
that wakes up each second to see if any alarm signals

need to be sent
I CPU times; a minor changewas made to the timer interrupt service routine to increment the CPU time used bv
the current process,
Upper-Level Software Strategy
Working in parallel with the SUN and HP-UX kernel
design groups was another group of software engineers
who were responsiblefor the upper-level commands and
libraries. The UNIX system from Bell Laboratoriescontains
more than 300 commandsand over 200 library subroutines.
Consisting of more than 300,000 lines of C source lines,
these constitute the bulk of the UNIX system. The majority
of HP-UX upper-level software on the SeriesS00Computers
is basedon theseUNIX SystemIII commands,plus several
from the 4.1BSD version of UNIX from the University of
California at Berkeley (UCB).
For implementation priorities, the upper-level software
team first categorizedthe commands and libraries into different groups based on their usefulness.For example, initialization and file manipulation commands were all in
the first group. Useful tools were in the secondgroup and
other commandsand libraries, such as those used for text
processing,were in the third group. Then the C source
code of the first two groups was studied in some detail
using a C crossreferencerto determine which system intrinsics and libraries were used. The data resulting from the
study was stored in an HP 9845 IMAGE data base from
which many useful reports were produced. For example,
a system intrinsic implementation priority list was generated basedon the highest-priority commandsto guide the
kernel group in their implementation. As new system intrinsics were brought up, the upper-level software team
was able to determine from the data base what additional
commands could be brought up with the newly available
intrinsics.
Another IMAGE data base was used to keep track of all
commands and libraries in terms of implementation priority, responsibleengineer,porting status,sourceorigin, etc.
This proved to be very useful for managing the project and
keeping other departments informed about the status of
each command.
Porting Commands and Libraries. Four major tools were
necessaryto port the upper-level software:a C-to-HP-9000
cross compiler, an assembler,a linker, and a cross compilation machine. The upper-level software team used a remotely accessibleVAX/750 running UCB UNIX asthe cross
compiling environment. Other tools to move files to and
from the VAX/750 were developedas necessary.
After the initial system was up and running, the major
focus was to make the C compiler resident on the Series
500 by cross compiling it. We had a resident environment
two months later. From that point on, all development
work was done on a Model 520 Computer running the
latest (sometimes experimental) kernel. The upper-level
software development system then grew from one singleuser system to two multiuser systems linked with a local
area network.
The majority of the commands and libraries were ported
over to the Series 500 with little or no modification, that
is, most of them ran after compilation. However, the following types of changes were necessary.
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HP-UX: A Corporate Strategy
softwareenhanceof UNIXand Hewlett-Packard
imDlementation
ments.ThroughUNIX,HP-UXfacilitateseasyimportationof UNIXderivedprogramsand offersa consistent,powerfulprogramdeextensions
addressthe
Complementary
velopmentenvironment.
Manufacturer'sProductivityNetwork (MPN), HP's view of how
computer systemscan be used in manufacturingorganizations
to improveproductivity.
Ratherthan implementingevery functionof Bell Laboratories'
System lll UNIX,featureswere included based on their importance in porting standard software or their absolute program
developmentvalue. Using these guidelines,a compatibility
hierarchywas developed in which kernel services became a
Why UNlx?
"must," librarysubroutinesa "high want," and commandsa
Sinceanyoperatingsystemstandardwouldsimplifythe porting
"want."
was
UNIX
productivity,
why
programmer
process and improve
As a resullof this approach,HP-UXincludesall Systemlll
selectedas the heart of HP's softwarestrategy?
intrinsicsand all librariesexcept for a handfulof graphics
for
kernel
standard
industry
as
an
gaining
wide acceptance
UNIXis
subroutines.More than 125 of the most useful System lll comlts popularityis partiallybe16-bitand 32-bit minicomputers.
mands and a small but importantnumber of UCB commands
cause it has been easy to implementon a varietyof processors
are also offered.
and computer architectures.This portablecharacteristicmade
To satisfy customer requirements,enhancementscovering
UNIXan idealchoiceas a compatibleoperatingsystemfor the
programminglanguages,graphics,data base management,dedistinctarchitecturesof currentHP 9000 members:the 16/32-bit
and friendly
l/O, local area netvvorking,
vice and instrumentation
68000 microprocessor-basedSeries 200 Computers (Models
are beingstandardized.Theseextensions,whtch
userrnterfacrng
22Oand 236) and HP's proprietary32-bitVLS|-basedSeries500
libraries,
and commands,
appearas additionalkernelintrinsics,
Computers(Models520, 530, and 540). UNIX is also planned
computers.
willbridgethegap betweenHP'sHP-UXand non-HP-UX
for future membersof the HP 9000 family.
softin
migrating
applications
assist
Additional
enhancements
Softeffect.
a
synergistic
popularity
has
by
UNIX
enjoyed
The
are beingdesignedfor the UNIXenvironment ware irom current proprietaryHP operatingsystemsto HP-UX.
ware applicatrons
One of these tools, the ApplicationsMigrationPackage (AMP),
at an increasingrate,which in turn encouragesmore UNIXimconvertsthe HP 1000Computer'sRTEcallsto HP-UXcalls.AMP
Most of this softwarewill run on HP-UX'thereby
Dlementations.
revisionsare pianned as HP-UXts expanded to meet real{ime
audlence.
larger
to
a
more
attractive
HP's
computers
making
controlrequirements.
UNIX is studiedand taughtin most majoruniverFurthermore,
New sofiwarefeaturesare not the only form of HP enhanceinflusities.Today'scomputersciencegraduateswill eventually
ments.On-goingtrainingallowssales and technicalsupportorence or become those who select computersfor commercial
ganizationsto providecompleteservicesbeforeand aftersales.
and scientificuse. UN|X-basedproductsare likelyto receive
Easy{o-read tutorialsand referencemanuals aid both novice
duringthe selectionprocess.
strongconsideration
and experiencedusers.ExhaustiveR&Dsoftwaretestingensures
reliableoperationand minimaldowntime.
What ls HP-UX?
Since HP-UXls plannedfor many futureHP computers,HP
operating
UNIX
Laboratories'
Bell
of
is
a
combination
HP-UX
will leverageinvestmentsalreadymade in these importantsupsystem,portionsof the Universityof Californiaat Berkeley(UCB)
port areas. By avoidingthe massivereinvestmentscontinuously
of BellLaboralories
uNlx is a u s trademark

With the introductionof HP-UXon the HP 9000 Series500
Computers,Hewlett-Packardhas made a strongcommitmentto
the use of an enhancedversionof UNIX'" as a standardoperatlng
systemfor its new computerproducts.Throughthis commitment'
HP is strivingto eliminateunique softwareattributesthat make
end-user programs difficultto "port" from one computer to
another.Programmerscan now design their softwareto run on
on modularizingand
an array of HP machines,concentrating
scalingtheir applicationsto best suit each computer'sprice/performancecharacteristics.
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Fig. 1. lnfluence of Bell Lab'
oratories, UCB, and HP extensionson the directionof the HP-UX
definition.

requiredof newsoftwaresystems,HPcan concentrateon improving all aspects of HP-UXin the future.
HP-UX Standards Enforcement
Compliancewiththe HP-UXstandardis enforcedthroughcomprehensivesetsof validationprograms.Automatedtest programs
monitor proper operation of all kernel intrinsics,System lll libraries, two-dimensionaland three-dimensionalgraphics libraries,and the FORTRANand Pascalcompilers.As the standard evolves,additionalvalidationprogramswill be developed
to ensure consistencyacross all HP-UXcomputers.
Overallmanagementof the standardis the ongoing responstbilityof the HP-UXSteeringCommittee.Consistingof representativesfrom severalHP divisions,this committeemeets monthly
to resolvepertinentHP-UXissuesand to reviewthe statusof the
various HP-UXworking groups. These groups, also with broad
divisionalrepresentation,
cover technical,marketing,documentation,and customersupportissuesin more detail.Each division
works through its representativesto propose additions or
changes to the standard.
Future Direction
Perhapsthe mostcriticalissuein establishingthe futurecourse
for HP-UX is its degree of compatibilitywith Bell Laboratories
and UCB. While 4.2BSD UNIX (Revision4.2 BerkeleySoftware
Distribution)is currentlythe superiorversion,Bell is developing
improvedversionsthat could eventuallysurpass4.2BSDin capabilityand reliability.In addition,four microprocessormanufacturers* intendto offer SystemV, Bell'slatestUNIXversion,on their
microprocessorproducts.SystemV can potentiallybecome the
most affordableUNIX and thus the UNIX of choice for oortable
applicationprograms.
'lntel. lvlotorola,National
Semiconductor.and Ziloo.

. A new system intrinsic entry point mechanism was developed becausethe kernel was written in MODCAL and
the rest of the system was in C.
r Some data structures contained in the C header files
needed to be modified to match the HP-UX layer data
stuctures. (Headerfiles contain data and structure declaration statements for C programs.) The commands that
needed these header files were examined in detail to see
if modification was necessary.
I A few commands were rewritten completely becausethe
kernel was not the original standard kernel. For example,
fsck, the file system integrity checker and maintainer,
was rewritten becausethe SDF (structured directory format) file system is physically different from the UNIX
file system.The processstatuscommand pswas modified
extensively because of data structure differences.
Another example was the mknodcommand which creates
special files to communicate with I/O devices. It was
modified to match the UNIX semantics to HP-IB VO devices, However, all the commandswere kept as compatible as possible with System III UNIX commands.
r The Series 500 supports IEEE floating-point format; as
a result, the UNIX math library was replaced with HP's
own implementation.
I Twenty-one new commands were implemented that
apply to the Series500-basedHP-UX. These deal primarily with machine-dependent features such as disc boot
area management, disc initialization, setting virtual

In considerationof these factors, the Bell System lll version
has been chosenas the base standard.The compatibilityhierarchy will determinewhich portionsof SystemV and its successors
are HP-UXcandidates.
Extensionsbeyond the Bell versionscan be expected if they
fail to meet HP requirementsin a timely fashion.However,we
prefer to adopt an existing UNIX-basedimplementation(if one
exists)beforeembarkingan an originaldesign project.A potentially rich source of enhancementscunenfly under investigation
is UCB's 4.2BSDversion.We anticipateadding such UCB features as the C shell, mailer,and selected kernelintrinsrcs.
Microsoft'sXenix,with its large installedbase and potentially
rich source of UNIX applicationsprograms,could influencethe
HP-UXstandard.Since Xenixand HP-UXare selectivelyadding
BellSystemV and UCBfeaturesto the sameSystemlll definition,
conformancebetweenthe two systemsis likely.
Fig. 1 illustratesthe major influenceof the Hp extensionsand
the Bell releaseson the HP-UXdirection.lt also recognizesUCB
as a promisingcontributorof additionalfunctionality.
In support of low-costcomputer systems,we are examining
methodsot subsettingHP-UXwithoutsacrificingcompatibilityor
easy growthto the higher-performance
systems.Code compaction and reductiontechniquesfor both the operatingsystemkernel and the disc residentcommands are being considered.An
excitingtechniqueunderinvestigationis a high-performance
distributed HP-UXoperatingsystem,which allows individualworkstationsto rely totallyon shared networkperipherals.Thus,the
cost per system is dramaticallyreduced, but local processing
power is maintained.
HP-UXwill be modifiedto supportseveralEuropeanlanguages
and the 16-bit Kanji character set. Thus, localizedapplication
programsolutionswill be possible.
-Michael V. Hetrick

memory parameters,and systeminstallation and update.
The handling of DC600tape cartridgedata on Hp's new
CS-80discs also required special support.
Problems During Porting. The problems encountered in
porting the commands and libraries can be categorized in
two areas---architecturally dependent and architecturally
independent. Architecturally independent problems were
mostly anomalies found in the original UNIX code. We
logged over 281 new bug reports during the port project.
Over 60% of these bugs were fixed. The others were either
classified as not worth fixing or waiting to be fixed.
Architecturally dependent problems were usually
causedby dereferencingof nil pointers or dependencyon
the direction of stack growth. On the VA)V7S0 implementation of UNIX, a nil pointer dereference returns a zero.
On the I{P 9000 Series500 HP-UX, a system trap occurs.
This architecturaldependencyis relied on in many places
in the standard UNIX commands and libraries. and each
of these neededto be corrected.Theseusually manifested
themselvesin a memory fault error message.Fortunately,
this error was relatively easy to fix in the source code.
The stack grows towards high memory (up) on the Series
500 and down on the VAX/750. For example,the printfsubroutine in the standard I/O library can have a variable
number of parameters and the pointer used to accessthe
parameters on the stack is decremented rather than incremented. Other architecturally dependent features included the byte order swap of the VAXZ5O hardware where
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low and high bytes are reversed. This made reading cpio
archive format tapes from the VAX750 a chore in the beginning. Now HP-UX defines a new -p option to the cpio
command which does the byte swap.
The upper-level software team did not have a user-Ievel
debugger available to debug the C programs. Instead, the
kernel-level HP 9000 debuggerwas used to debug the commands. It was cumbersometo set up the initial breakpoint,
but quite effective after that. (A user-level symbolic debugger is being developed.)
Shared Libraries. The Series 500 architecture supports
shared code segments,thus allowing the implementation
of a special shared library for major portions of the standard
C library. That is, there is only one copy of the library in
the system shared by all system commands that are linked
in the standard C library. (The shared library feature is not
currently available to user programs.) This saved typically
7K bytes of code spacefor each command (iust about all
of the commands used the C library). This, in turn, improved load-time performanceand saved disc space.
SCCSand the Build Process.UNIX is touted as one of the
best program development environments available, because it provides many software engineering tools. The
source code control system (SCCS)is one such tool that
the upper-level software team took advantageof throughout
the project life cycle. The SCCSwas brought up and used
as soon as all kernel support was available. The Bell
Laboratories System III source code was put under SCCS
as the baseline and all upper-level software changeswere
built on top of it. Each upper-level software team member
adhered to a simple set of rules that applied to the access
and update of the controlled source.This proved valuable
for day-to-day software development, providing who,
when, how, and why information about code changes.
SCCSmaintainsrevision numbersto allow accesscontrol
and retrieval of any version of the source code. It also
supports checksums of the source files to check for conuption. This was important since codedevelopmentwas done
in parallel with the file system development and the
checksum is a simple physical integrity check. SCCSwas
indispensable later during quality assurance testing and
the codefreezeperiod just beforeeachmajor systemrelease.
System build scripts were written to managethe compilation of all the commands and libraries from the SCCS
sourcedirectory automatically.The build procedure,along
with the scripts, was able to handle compiler, assembler
and linker updates,getting the source,and compiling the
system in proper sequence.This was important for systemwide changes such as object file format changes or maior
updates in the compiler or other tools. The scripts also
controlled the target file system structure, setting file ownerships, accesspermissions, etc. They also managedthe
SCCSupdate revision level of each systembuild such that
any change occurring after the build started would be at a
higher level and would not be included in the currentbuild
evenif the build processhad to be restartedfor somereason.
The build scripts evolved through the life of the project
and becamea major tool for systemreleases.The final build
of the 3.3M-bytesystemtook around 17 unattendedhours
to complete.
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Compatibility
The upper-level software porting experience indicated a
high degree of compatibility between the HP-UX layered
kernel and the UNIX SystemIII kernel. Out of 126 ported
commands from System III, 57 required no modification
at all, 44 required less than 10 lines of modifications, 16
required between 10 and 30 lines of modifications, and g
required more than 30 lines of modifications.Most modifications were to fix bugs. These commands do not include
development tools such as a compiler, an assembler,and
a linker, nor do they include UCB UNIX commands.
Extensive effort was made to ensure compatibility with
Bell Laboratories' System III UNIX. First, a "minimum
touch" strategyon the System III source code was used.
The design team did whatever was necessaryto make the
commands and libraries work, but beyond that they did as
little modification as possible.Temptationsto clean up the
code were strongly discouraged.Each reported bug was
evaluated to determine whether it should be fixed and if
so. how.
Second,validation suites+were used to ensurecompatibility with System III. The priority for the validation suites
was to validate the kernel first. then the libraries. and finally the commands. 100% of the kernel intrinsics were
validated. A significant effort was invested in the kernel
validation suite. It was run after each new kernel was built.
92oh of the subroutine libraries have validation tests and
all are incorporated into an automatic test suite. 22% oI
releasedcommands have validation tests. The validation
suites were written with verification of the functionality
in mind rather than exhaustive quality assurancetesting.
The automatic validation test suite is organized for ease
of use. There are two types of tests----onerelated to the root
user* and the other related to the typical user. The automatic test suites were provided to the software system integration team for testing commands and libraries with other
major subsystems.
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An InteractiveRun-TimeCompilerfor
EnhancedBASICLanguagePerformance
by David M. Landers,Timothyw. Tillson,Jack D. cooley, and RichardR. Rupp
T THE BEGINNING of the BASIC project for the Hp
9000 Model 520 Computer, the project team was
faced with a major challenge.To take full advantage
performance available in the Model szO from the
new 32-bit NMOS-III VLSI microprocessor,tBASIC had to
be implemented as a compiled language.Using traditional
compiler technology,this would mean giving up many of
the interactive featuresso popular with current HP 9845
users.The challengewas to develop a new compiler technology that would support theseinteractivefeatureswhile
maintaining the performanceadvantageof a compiler.
The breakthrough came in the form of two articles on
"throwaway compiling," explained in two articles---one
by PJ. Brown2 and one by J. Hammond.3The throwaway
or run-time compiling technique compiles each line the
first time it is executed.As more of the programis compiled,
the performanceapproachesthat of a traditional compiled
system. If the program runs out of memory, the current
objectcode is discarded(hencethe term "throwaway compiling") and the incrementalcompilation is restartedat the
next line to be executed.
The authors were looking for a way to run programs
efficiently on machines with limited memory space,but
the throwaway compiling technique looked like it could
be adaptedfor a run-time compiler that would provide the
desired interactive features.If the obiect code could be
thrown away during the execution of a program and rebuilt
without restarting, it could also be thrown away at arbitrary
times such as when the user modifies the program. Within
limits, the program reconstructed after throwaway could
be different from the program before throwaway, This

would support the pause,edit, and continue feature.Given
that an intermediate form of the program is available to
reconstruct the object code at run time, this intermediate
code could be designedto contain enough information to
support the interactive debugging features. Finally, if the
obiect code could be constructed one line at a time and
added to the object code at run time, the code for a single
line could be constructed and immediately executed as
well. This would allow asynchronous execution of single
lines from the keyboard during program execution.
Enhanced BASIC Language
The BASIC languagethat Brown implemented as part of
his research was a very minimal subset, whereas Model
520 BASIC is a substantial languagewith severalsignificant
features beyond those supported by most other BASIC systems. Could thesemore advancedfeaturesbe implemented
in a run-time compiling environment? That was the ultimate challenge facing the design team. Some of the languagefeatures that presented the biggest challenge were:
r Subprogramssimilar to FORTRAN routines, but supporting recursion. Both subroutine and function subprograms are supported.
I A COMMON
statement similar to that used in FORTRAN.
Both blank and labeled coMMoNare supported.EeutvALENCEis not supported.
r ONconditions; a mechanismfor handling asynchronous
interrupts within a BASIC program.The interrupt service
routines are part of the program, accessible via GOTO,
GOSUBor CALLstatements.Normal program flow can be
altered at any line boundary in responseto one of these
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interrupts. Examples of possible interrupts include
keyboard keystrokes, interrupts from I/O devices, software signals, and real-time clock events.
r Structured programming constructs such as |FITHEN/
ELSE,WHILEand REPEnTloops, and CASE.
r A REDIMstatement that can dynamically change array
bounds.
r Dynamic variable allocation/deallocation via the ALLOCATE ANd DEALLOCATE SIAIEMENIS,

User Code Structure
The internal representation and management of the
user's program in the Model 520 BASIC system provides
insight into a complex and fascinating software architecture. This representation is called the program chain, which
is a collection of contexts,* each of which represents a
user-level subprogram. A context can either be compiled,
or in a form from which the original source code can be
reconstructed, called intermediate code (icode). Compiled
contexts are created using the COMPILEcommand (not to
be confused with the code compiled by the incremental
run-time compiler), and are discussed in greater detail
below. The icode contexts can be listed and modified at
the source level by the user; the name comes from the fact
that the source is represented internally in a form that is
midway between source and object code. The icode contexts also contain the incrementally compiled object code
produced by the run-time compiler as the program runs.
Interrnediate Code Contexts. An intermediate code context
consists of two machine data segments:the icode segnent
and the symbol table segment (seeFig. 1).
The context header holds information that describesthe
context and its relationship to the other contexts in the
program. Also in the context header is a pointer to the
corresponding symbol table segment and to the next and
previous contexts in the program chain. The static object
code contains many small code sequencesneeded to support running BASIC programs, including code to handle
oN conditions, end the program, handle input responses,
and other tasks.This static object code is always there, and
the incrementally compiled object codebranchesto it when
in need of some help for one of these tasks.
*The reader should be aware that other articles in this issue may deline the term "context"
ditferently.

lcode Segment

Symbol Table Segment

Flg. 1. Theicode context containstwo segmentsas snown.
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The formal schema area holds a compact description of
the parameter list for this subprogram. It describes the
number and types of the parameters and is useful for supporting the call linkages. The icode areaholds the representation of the lines of the user's subprogram. Each line of
source correspondsto one line of icode. Whenever the user
modifies the intermediate code, the object code getsthrown
away. The intermediate code can then grow or shrink without having to move the object code. The incrementally
compiled statement object code is the object code for the
statements in the context. As the program runs, the object
code builds up in this area. The segment is extended if
necessaryto make room for more object code,
The free space contains all the unused space in each
segment;all the other areas€uedirectly adjacent.The object
code for a keyboard command goes into this area. Since a
command is a one-time event, and not part of the program,
the object code for that command disappearsafter the command is executed. If there is not enough empty space to
hold the command's object code, the seglnent is increased
to make room.
The segment transfer table holds the pointers to procedures for calls into and out of a segment.During incremental run-time compilation, this table grows and may cause
a segment extension.
The symbol table header contains a pointer to the icode
segment, the total size of the symbol table segment, and
lengths of items in the symbol table. The symbol table area
contains a series of entries, one for each identifier in the
context. There are fields in the entry for the storageorganithe
zation of the identifier (e.g.,CoMMoNand ALLooATED),
identifier representation such as DOUBLEor REAL, the
number of dimensions (if an array), the type of identifier
(label, numeric variable, subprogram, etc.), the offset into
the value area of its definition, and the characters of the
identifier name. If this area has to grow becausethe user
enters new identifiers, it moves the prerun object code
down, extending the segment if necessary.
The prerun obiect code allocates spacefor the local variables of the context, and it also initializes any bounds that
these variables need. This object code does not correspond
to any program statement; it just sets up the variables that
the statement object code will use. In BASIC, variables do
not have to be declared explicitly; new variables can be
defined by keyboard operations or even by modifying an
executing program. This run-time implicit variable allocation can cause the prerun object code to grow so that the
new variables can be initialized at the next activation of
this context.
The double segment approach facilitates the management of all the dynamic edges.All areasexcept for the two
headers must be able to grow. The icode area and the symbol table area must grow at the same time during parsing.
The statement object code area and the prerun object code
areamust grow simultaneously during program execution.
Compiled Code Contexts.The user can compile any context
currently in memory by using the coMPlLEcommand and
store the object code in a PROGformat file. Two benefits
accrue from the fact that compiled contexts contain no
intermediate code. They require lessmemory when loaded,
and it becomespossible to releaseprograms without releas-

Fig.2. Machinedatasegmentfor compiledcode context.
ing their source. Compiled and icode contexts can coexist
in the same program. In this case the icode subprograms
list normally, while the compiled ones list the source of
their original context header. These lines begin with
Since compiled contexts have fewer dlmamic edgesthan
their intermediate code counterparts, they require only one
machine data segment (see Fig. 2).
Icode Format. Each context contains a block of intermediate code that directly representsthe source text of the
original subprogram. There is one line of icode for each
line in the source. A line of icode contains a header, followed by a series of tokens that represent keywords,
operators, constants, and symbol table entries. These tokens are of varying length and are generally in the same
order as the elements they represent in the original source,
except for expressions,which are in reversePolish notation
(RPN). The first byte of each icode token describes what
type of entry it is and how many bytes the entry takes.
The combination of RPN for expressionsand sourceorder
for everything else in the intermediate code may seem
strange.Since the Model 520's CPU uses a stack architecture, RPN makesiteasyforthe compilerto generateoptimal
code for expressions. On the other hand, source order
simplifies listing and nonexpression code generation, because the compiler can know what kind of statement it is
dealing with at the beginning of the icode line.
A line of icode is simply a seriesof bytes from 11 to 255
bytes long. There are length fields in each line to allow the
system to traverse the lines of icode either forwards or
backwards. This last capability is useful when scrolling
backwards in the editor. The system generally refers to a
line of icode by specifying its offset in the icode area.
The objective in the design of the intermediate code was
to minimize the memory space it requires. Most program
elements need just a single-byte entry to represent them.
For numeric constants, studies have shown that most constants are small integers. Thus, for integer constants in the
range 0 to 9, single-byte icode entries are used. For the
somewhat larger constants (up to 255), two-byte entries are
used. Constants greater than 255 require five-byte entries.
Floating-point constants are represented as character
strings. Most real constants such as 5.3 only have a few

characters,so storing them as characterstakes fewer bytes
of storage than if they were stored as an eight-byte real
value. Keywords are arranged so that the most common
ones have a single-byte icode representation. All other entries take either two or three bytes.
Symbol table entires have two possible forms. In BASIC
programs, commonly referenced identifiers tend to have
single-letter names such as l, J, and N, and represent
numeric variables. Ten special locations are reserved in
the symbol table for this type of identifier, and a special
single-byte icode entry exists to represent them. All other
identifiers need a two-byte icode entry. If there are more
than ten single-character numeric variables, the first ten
will use the single-byte representation, and the rest will
use the two-byte representation. All nonnumeric identifiers, such as strings,labels,functions, and subprograms
always use a two-byte icode representation.
Two examples of icode program lines for two typical
BASIC statements are shown in Fig. 3.
Fundamental Mechanisms
The run-time compiler is an incremental compiler. That
is, the program is compiled one piece at a time. In this case
the unit of compilation is a BASIC program line and each
line is compiled the first time it is executed.The simple
program listed in Fig. 4a illustrates the fundamental
mechanisms of the run-time compiler. As a programmer
enters a program, it is translated from the BASIC source
code to an intermediate code representation as discussed
earlier. When the programmer pressesthe RUNkey to execute the program, the system detects that the first line of
the program is not yet compiled, so a bootstrap code sequence is emitted to invoke the compiler to compile the
first line (Fig. +bl and control is passed to it. Line 10 is
then compiled and the compiler checks to see if the next
line, line 20, has been compiled yet. It has not, so a code
sequenceto invoke the compiler for Iine 20 is appended
to the end of the code for line 10.
This new code overlays the initial bootstrap sequence,
which is no longer needed (Fig. c), and control is transferred to the code for line 10, which is executed and then
Original BASICLine:
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Fig. 3. fwo examples of icode representationsol 8AS/C
program lines.
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(a) Example BASIC program
10 PnlNT "Table of Squares and Square Rools'
20 l=1
30 lF | > l0O THEN Done
'10 PRll{Tl,l^2,SOR(l)
50 l=l+1
60 GOTO 30
70 Done:ENO

(c) Line 10 compiled

(d) Line 10 executed and line 20 compiled

(h) Line 50 executed and line 60 compiled

(i) Line 30 executed (test was true) and line 70 compiled

Fig. 4. Example of run-time compiling. Seetext for explanation
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follows through to invoke the compiler for line 20. Similarly, line 20 is compiled (Fig. 4d) and executed and the
compiler is called to compile line 30. After line 30 is executed, there anetwo different lines that may be executed
next, depending on the results of the lF test. Therefore, the
compiler emits code to invoke itself for both lines 40 and
70, and the lF test will branch to one piece of code or the
other (Fig. 4e). Becausethe initial value of I is 1, the test
is false the first time line 30 is executed, so the compiler
is called to compile line 40. Lines 40 and s0 are compiled
and executed (Figs. af and +g) and the compiler is then
invoked to compile line 60.
Line 60 is an unconditional transfer of control to line
30, which the compiler realizesis alreadycompiled. Therefore. a branch instruction to the code for line 30 is all that
is emitted for line 60 (Fig. ah). The main loop in the program
is now entirely compiled, so the next 99 times through the
loop execute only compiled code, allowing the performance of the system to be essentially the same as the performance of a traditional compiled system.
Once the value of I reaches 101, the test in line 30 is
true, causing the compiler to be invokd to compile line
70. In this case,the code for line 70 cannot directly overlay
the call to the compiler, becausedoing so would overlay
code for other program lines. Instead,the code of line 70
is appended to the end of the rest of the compiled code
and the call to the compiler for line 70 is replaced with a
branch instruction to the code for line 70 (Fig. ai). The
program then terminates, but the compiled code is still
present. If the user choosesto rerun the program, the RUN
command now finds that the first line is already compiled
and transfers control directly to it so that the second execution of the program executesonly compiled code.
lnteractlve Features
In traditional interpretive systems, special checks for
user interactions or tracing take place at the beginning of
each line. Checking one or more flags can be done with
just a few machine instructions, which require a very small
overhead compared to the overall execution ofthe interpreter. In a compiled environment even a few instructions can
consume a large percentage of the total execution time of
the program. The solution developed in cooperation with
the CPU microcode team was the start-of-line-check instruction SOLC.This instruction is the first instruction of
every compiled BASIC line. It performs two important
tasks. One, it checks a word at the base of the stack for
zero versus nonzero. If one or more bits in the word have
been set, indicating that something special needs to occur,
a trap occurs and the system takes the appropriate action.
If the word is zero, execution proceedsto the next instruction. Second, the SOLCinstruction writes its own address
at a fixed location in the stack so that the system can always
find out which line is being executed.
A traditional interactive feature on HP desktop computers has been the live keyboard. The user can evaluate expressions,examine and modify program variables, and execute BASIC statements from the keyboard while the program is running. When a Model 520 user pressesthe EXEGUTEkey after typing in a command, one of the bits in the
SOLCcheck word is set, causing a trap to occur at the next

SOLCinstruction. The system then parses,compiles, and
executesthe interactive command before returning control
to the program line that was interrupted.
Another traditional HP interactive debugging feature is
the ability to bace program flow by enabling the TRACE
mode.This causesa messageto be displayedon eachnonsequential transfer of control, showing the source and destination line numbers. When a Model 520 programmer enables tracing, another bit in the SOLCcheck word is set
which causesa trap on every SOLCinstruction. The system
can then determine whether or not the BASIC line currently being executed is immediately after the previously
executed line, and display an appropriate messageif it
is not.
Another important debugging capability is the ability to
trace the assignmentsto program variables. When the programmer enablesvariable tracing, the system enters a mode
where a trap occurs on every store into a memory location.
The system can then determine if the location is the location of a program variable, and if so, display a message
with the new value of the variable and the line number of
the line that changed the variable.
Although enabling either or both of the tracing modes
slows down program execution speed significantly, the
program usually executes faster than the programmer can
follow it unless the trace messagesare slowed down with
the TRACEwAlT statement,which causesa delay after every
trace messageis displayed.
The occurrenceof an asynchronousON condition also
causes a bit to be set in the SOLCcheck word. When the
next SOLCinstruction executes, a trap occurs and the system sets up a branch to the specified service routine if the
scope and priority conditions are satisfied. The system
transfers control to a piece of static object code at the beginning of a context, which in turn branches to the service
routine if it is already compiled, or to a bootstrap sequence
to invoke the compiler if it is not yet compiled. CALLor
GOSUBbranches invoked by the ONcondition return to the
point of interruption as directed by the static object code
after handling the ON condition.
Program Modification and Continuation
While debugging a program, a programmer often wants
to be able to make a fix to the program and resume execution
without having to start the program over. The run-time
compiler allows the Model S20 Computer to support this
capability with a compiled system.As an example,suppose
the author of the program in Fig. 4a decided during the
execution of the program to calculate the squares and
square roots for all integers up to 1000 instead of 100 as
in the original program. Suppose that the program was at
line 40 when the programmer entered the editor and
changed line 30 (Fig. 5a). The compiled code for the program is no longer valid, so it is thrown away. The system
remembers that the program is currently at line 40. When
the programmer continues the program, the system determines that line 40 is not compiled and setsup a bootstrap
sequencefor line 40 similar to the way in which the program first began execution with line 10 (Fig. 5b). Line 40
is recompiled and executed,followed by line 50 and so
forth (Figs. 5c to 5g). The compiled code is rebuilt a line

at a time, just as it was constructed the first time.
There are some restrictions on what lines can be changed
while a program is running. Lines that have only partially
been executed cannot be modified or deleted. For example,
a line that invokes a multiline function or a subprogram
cannot be changed, or the function or subprogram would
lose the place it should return to. The SUBstatement that
defines an active subprogramcannot be modified or deleted
until that subprogram returns to its caller. A similar restriction holds for variable allocation statements such as DtM
and COuuOrustatements in an active subprogram. These
lines that cannot be changed are called busy lines.
Even though a busy line cannot be changed,the compiled
code for it may still be invalidated by an allowed change
to the context containing the line. In the caseof a line that
invoked a multiline function, it must be recompiled when
the function returns. It is clearly undesirable to have to
check on every return from a function or subprogram to
seeif the return point is still compiled. Instead,when compiled code for a busy line is discarded, the return address
in the execution stack is patched to point at an entry point

(a) Example BASIC program
10 PR|NT "Table ot Squares and Square Roots"
2Ol=1
30 lF | > 1000 THEN Done
40 PRTNT t,t^2,SORo
50 l=l+l
60 coTo 30
70 Done:END

(b) CoNTTNUE
command bootstraps to resume execution

(c) Line 40 compiled

(d) Line 40 executed and line 50 recompiled

(e) Line 50 executod and line 60 recompiled

(t) Line 30 recompiled

(g) Line 30 executed (test was true) and line 70 compiled

Fig.5. Effect of intercctiveprogram modification on run-time
compilation process. See lexf for explanation.
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Preserving Programming Investment
An importantconsiderationthroughoutthe design of BASIC
for the HP 9000 Model 520 Computerwas upward compatibility
with BASICfor the HP 9845 and HP 9000 Series200 Computers.
Even though the Series200 appeared more than a year before
the Model 520, the two BASIClanguagesystemswere designed
concurrently.A compatibilitycommitteecomposedof members
from both designteams coordinatedthe two efforts.As a result,
Model 520 BASICis a nearlypure supersetof Series200 BASIC.
Thus,almostanySeries200 programcan runwithoutmodification
on the Model 520. The most significantchange is usuallyfor
device select codes. The relationshipbetween HP 9845 and
Model 520 BASIC is more complex. Some featuresol the language were redefinedto improvethe consistencyof the language
and to pavethe way for futuredevelopment.The mostsignificant
changes are in the l/O and graphics sublanguages.Since not
all HP 9845 programscan run on a Model520 Computerwithout
moditication,a translatorprogramwas writtento assistusers in
porting valuableexistingsoftwareto the Model 520.
Experienceto date with transportingHP 9835 and HP 9845
programsto the Model520 has beenquitegood. Manyprograms
executesuccessfullywithoutmodification,and mostwill execute
correctlyafter manual modificationof a few syntacticallyinvalid
lines. In spite of the success rate of porting programswithout
the translator,use of the translatorprogramis recommendedas
insuranceagainst some subtle semantic changes. There is a
small set of programsthat do requiregreat effortto port. These
programscontaina significantnumberof device-dependentportions or portionswrittenin assemblylanguage.Included in the
device-dependentset are programsthat depend heavilyon directly addressingthe CRT display and on certain uses of its
video enhancementootions.
Thereare three basic differencecategoriesthat the translator
programhandles.Firstis wherethe Model520 supportsidentical
semantics,but by way of a differentsyntax.Secondis where the
Model 520 supports the same syntax, but assigns different
semanticsto it. Third is neitherof the above. Elementsof this
last set range from a slight change in semantics,which may
affect program behavioronly very infrequently,to featuresthat
have no equivalentand requireuser understandingof the intent
of the programto make the changes.The translatorrecognizes
almost all of these, flags them, and gives suggestionson how
to translatemanually.
The best exampleof firstcategoryis the modulooperatorMoo,
which has been changed to MoDULoin the Model 520. Some
otherscan resultin a singlelineexpandingto multiplelines(see
MATTNPUT
examplebelow),butthe semanticsarestillpreserved.
The most pervasiveexample of the second category is the
change from BCD to binaryarithmetic.In this case the translator
issues diagnostics when it sees potential problems such as
nonintegernumbersin FoR loop bounds and step sizes,or relationalequalitytests where exact equalitywas possiblewith BCD
values, but will not be with binaryvalues.A second example is
the change in precedencefor some operators.For example,the
NoT operatorhas lower precedenceon the Model 520 than on
the HP 9835 and HP 9845 Computers.
Translation Examples
In many cases, the changed precedencedoes not affectthe
resultsof computations.For example,the expression-AxB
means(-A)xBon the HP 9835and HP9845,but it means-(AxB)
on the Model 520. Either interpretationof the expressionproduces the same answer (withthe rare exceptionof an overflow
in an intermediateresult).There are cases, though, where the
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changed precedence does matter. The expression-3 MoD 2
yields a value of one on the HP 9835 and HP 9845 because lt
is (-3) MoD2. The expression-3 MoDULo2 yields a value of - 1
on the Model520, becauseit is interpreted- (3 MoDULo2).After
passingthroughthe translator,the HP 9835and HP 9845expres2. The -A ls parensions appear as (-A)x B and (-3) MODULO
assumptionsin
simplifying
because
of
thesized unnecessarily,
the expressionparser.These simplifyingassumptionsare conservative-they may cause unnecessaryparenthesization,but
will not omit any necessaryparentheses.
When the translatorencountersthe statement
20 FORI:1 TO2 STEP.1
it gives the warning
due
boundsor stepsizemaybehavedifferently
FORloopwithnon-integer
to binaryarithmelic.
Most of the items handled by the translatorcould be done
manually,though at the cost of considerabletedium.For example, inputting an array can be done on the HP 9845 by the
statement
lOOMATINPUTA
on athe Model520 is accomplishedby
Theidenticaloperation
100INPUTA(x)
of an array by an
The HP 9845 also allowsthe redimensioning
TNPUT
statement,but the Model 520 does not. The statement
A(3,5)
100MATTNPUT
translatesto
A(3,s)
100RED|M
101INPUTA(*)
Finally,consideran extremecasewherethe HP9845statement
A(-N DIVM,-N MODM)
100tF x>3 THENMATINPUT
is convertedautomaticallyby the translatorto
1OO
IFX>3THEN
M)
A(-N) Dlv M,(-N)MODULO
101RED|M
102INPUTA(*)
103ENDIF
lf adding new linescreatesduplicateline numbersin the program source,the translatorissuesa diagnostic,and correction
of the problem will require user interventionafter getting the
translated source. No attempt is made to renumber existing
sourcelines,sincethatwouldalsorequirefindingand changing
any programmingreferencesto the affectedline numbers.
One of the most complicated translationexamples can be
found in the cAT statement.The HP 9845 statement
100 CATTOA$(*),Skip,N;"selector:msus",1
translatesto
"selector",SKlP
":msus"
Skip,COUNTN,NOHEADER
TaA$(*);
SELECT
100CAT
Note that every parameterafter A$(*)in the originalstatementis
optional.Fu(hermore,with the exceptionof the final portion(,1),
each parameteris independentof all the others,and in the string
or the :msusportioncould appear
eitherthe selector
selector:msus,
withoutthe other. In all cases the associatedparameterin the
translationis left out or included as necessary.The final ,t is
portionto appear in the translation.
what causes the NOHEADER
portiondoes not appear. lf the
lf this portionis ,0,the NoHEADER

I
i

finat portion is a variable,a diagnostic is given to the user to
check the statementfor possiblemanualchanges
lmplementation
The translatorimplementationdraws much from conventional
compilertechnology.lt is driven by a recursivedescent parser,
which in turn relies on a scanner to build languagetokens by
reading the input statementone character at a time. At tirst
glance, it appears that the translatorwould require complete
knowledgeof the HP 9835 and HP 9845 BASIClanguagegrammar. Arithmeticexpressionscan occur in all sorts of strange
places in BASIC statements,and every one of them must be
inspectedfor possiblechanges.
The most significantsimplifyingassumptionis that each input
program is a syntacticallyvalid HP 9845 program as sAVEdby
the HP 9845's interpreter.Thus,many statementsmay be translatedwith no knowledgeof theirgrammar.EachBASICstatement
is treatedas a sequenceof expressions(usuallydelimitedby a
blank or a comma)which can generallybe inspectedand translated independently.This meansthat isolatedkeywordsare processed as an expressionby themselves.Complexexpressions
may cause recursivecallson the expressionevaluatortoevaluate
subexpressionssuch as parenthesizedexpressions,functionor
procedureparameters,etc.
Of course,things are not quite that simpleeverywhere.Some
statementsmust be understoodin greaterdetail.They are handled in typical(nontable-driven)
recursivedescentfashion.When
a keywordor expressiontype is detectedat any levelthat requires
more detailed analysis,a handling procedure is called, which

in the static object code for the context that will set up the
compiler to recompile the busy line and resumeexecution
at the appropriate place in it.

Summary
Model 520 BASIC has the interactivefriendliness of previous interpretive systemswith the execution performance
of a compiler. All of the interactive features of BASIC in
HP's earlier desktop systems are supported.
The extra overhead introduced by run-time compiling
accounts for less than 5% of the execution time of most
programs and it is less than 71" for many of them. The
compiling that takes place at run time is very fast since
syntax is checked as lines are entered and the intermediate
code produced is optimized for compiling.
For large programs, the intermediate code and object
code are eachabout the samesize as the source.(This does
not include run-time support routines which are considered part of the system.) Because of the ability to throw
away code when no more memory is available, a program
can run (slowly) in just slightly more memory than is required for the intermediate code and variables. Furthermore, the system provides the ability to produce and execute compiled code without any associatedintermediate
code by using the COMPTLE
command.
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A Local Area Networkfor the HP 9000
Series500Computers
by John J. Balza,H. MichaelWenzel,and James L. Willits
EWLETT-PACKARD's Manufacturer's Productivity
Network (MPNI divides the computing applications
for a typical manufacturing company into four areas:
accounting, manufacturing, factory control, and computeraided design. Data is collected and stored in each area and
accessis provided to users via combinations of computing
and networking. Data accessby users in the same area is
required frequently and to other areasmore intermittently.
In the computer-aided design area, scientific and engineering workstations are connected into clusters for resource and information sharing. LAN 9000 provides the
capability to cluster t{P 9000 Series 500 Computers on a
local areanetwork. In the future, additional [IP-UX" workstations such as the tIP 90OOSeries 200 Computers will
also be connected to this local area network.
Communication between the four MPN areasoccurs over
a backbone network. The backbone may consist of various
forms of communication technology such as a local area
network, packet switching, and private branch exchange.
LAN 9000 can also serve as a backbonenetwork connecting
HP computers from the other three MPN areas.
Definition of LAN 9000
LAN 9000 is a product composed of both hardware and
software. Its structure follows the ISO (International Standards Organization)OSI (opensysteminterconnect) model,l
which divides network functionality into seven Iayers (see
Fig. 1J.In the LAN 9000 implementation, the physical and
link layers are accomplished in hardware, and the remaining upper layers are implemented in HP 9000 software.
The physical layer provides access to the physical communications media. The link layer defines the frame format
'HP-UX is HP's imolementalionoI the UNIX" operating system'

and the protocol for error detection. The internet layer
provides the protocol for connecting multiple networks,
multiplexing, and data segmentation and reassembly.The
transport layer provides end-to-end reliability, multiplexing and flow control. The sessionlayer provides a common
interface to the transport for the applications. The presentation and application layers provide data translation and
the actual network services visible to the user.
Hardware. The LAN 9000 hardware implements the physical and link layers for the Ethernet local area network
specification.2'3 The hardware consists of an HP-IB (IEEE
488) interface card connected to an Ethernet interface unit,
which in turn is connected by twisted-pair branch cable
to the transceiver that taps the 50'ohm Ethernet coax cable
(seeFig. 2). Ethernet is a bus configuration where contention between multiple stations is resolved by a technique
called carrier-sense multiple-access and collision detect
(CSMA/CD).The transceiver provides the driver electronics
for the cable, and the Ethernet interface unit provides address recognition, arbitration, and error detection' The
Ethernet specification supports 1OM-biUsperf ormance for
up to 100 nodes on a 500-meter segment of Ethernet coax.
Each branch cable can be up to 50 meters long.
Software. The LAN 9000 software consists of the upper
layers of protocol and a supporting network architecture
(seeFig. 1), which will be discussedlater. The transport
and internet levels were originally definedby the U.S.Defense
Advanced Research Projects Administration {DARPA)a'5
and are currently used in a large functional network called
ARPANET.* The transport layer is called the transmission
control protocol (TCP) and the internet layer is called the
internet protocol (IP). The applications consist primarily
of three functions: the ability to access remote files, the
-The LAN goOOimplementationis a subsel of the DARPA protocols and has not been
tested for use on ARPANET.
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Ffg. 1. LAN 9000 softvvarestructure and its relationshipto the International Standards Organization open system interconnect
(OSl) model for computer network
tunctions.

ability to achieve high-speed transfer of files, and a lowerlevel tool that enables users to initiate and communicate
with remote processesprogrammatically.
Accessing remote data is accomplished both by remote
file access (RFA) and network file transfer (NFT). RFA is
advantageous when accessing individual remote records
and when using existing programs that access files. The
method of accessfor RFA is a simple extension of the file
path name with a remote specifier. For example, the difference in HP-UX commands between editing a local file and
a remote file on node georgeis:
'NetworkCode

Local: vi textfile

Fig.3. Layeredisolationof portablenetworkcode.

ile
Remote: vi /neVgeorge/textf
NFT is advantageouswhen the high-speed movement of
a file from one system to another is desired. After transfer,
the new file can be accessedfor processing. NFT achieves
about four times the throughput of RFA by using large
blocks and a pipelined transfer technique. The topology
for NFT is the three-node model, where the initiator, producer. and consumer can all be on different nodes. NFT is
accomplished with the dscopycommand, which includes
the source and destination file path names as parameters.
File security is invoked for both RFA and NFT by the system
containing the file. Security is applied to remote access
consistent with the mechanisms used for local access.
Interprocess communication (IPC) and remote process
mnnagement (RPM) are lower-level tools that enable a user
to write custom distributed applications. They consist of
a number of procedures that can be called from the user
program. RPM gives the program the ability to create and
execute another program on a remote system and to terminate it. IPC consists of procedures to establish a communication path, read and write data, and terminate the path.
The communication path is called a virtual circuit and
enablesfull-duplex communication between both processes. The rendezvous between the two processesis achieved
through a name assignmentby one process,a name lookup
by the other process, and then a handshake to establish
the virtual circuit. The IPC functionality was modeled after
the IPC specified in the 4.2BSD version of UNIX'* developed bythe University of California at Berkeley (UCB).
Design of LAN 9000
Early in the project we knew that there would be several
major problems to be solved. It was our intention to select
an architecture so that as our networking needs changed,
the architecture would still support them. Severalkey problems were recognized. First, we knew that we would be
UNIX is a U.S. trademark of Bell Laboratories

dealing with several operating systems as well as several
processorfamilies. At the time we were considering at least
two different operating systems and processors, one of
which was the NMOS-U VLSI 32-bit system used in the
HP 90oo Series 500 Computers. We wanted to build software that could be used in any multitasking operating system with any processor family.
Second, we knew from experience that many protocols
would need to be implemented within this architecture.
While there EIresome industry standard protocols today,
work in this area is just beginning' To meet IIP customer
needs in the future, we would have to support a variety
of protocols at each of the seven levels of the OSI model.
Even if we only implemented industry or international
standards, there would still be a multitude of protocols,
because many different physical configurations could be
used to construct a network. While our initial product was
only for local area networks, eventually we would need
remote connections and connections over public data
networks.
Third, the system had to be robust and integrated' There
were several computer scientists working on the original
product and over time many more would contribute to the
networking functionality. We needed to define an environment where these designerscould work independently and
still have the result appear to be one integrated product
that would be free of errors.
Becauseof these challenges, our first task was to define
what we eventually called our data communications implementation architecture. This architecture is a comprehensive specification of module interfaces. As shown
in Fig. 3, these modules are successively layered in their
isolation from the host operating system. For efficiency
and portability, the network protocol modules assume a
very highJevel execution environment that is tuned for
networking code. Similarly, the execution environment
(continuedon Page 25)
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Data Communications for a 32-Bit Computer Workstation
by VincentC. Jones
The HP 9000 Series500 Computersplace heavydemandson
data communications.
Asidefrom the local networkingcapability
providedby LAN9000,therearenumerousotherneeds,because
the real world does not consist exclusivelyof HP computers
running HP networklngsoftware.The range of these needs is
even wider than normal, because of lhe pivotal nature of the
Series500 itself.lt needs not onlythe communications
capability
of a single-userworkstation,but alsothoseof a powerfulmultiuser
machine,
Single-userworkstations,even those as powerfulas the desktop versionof the Senes 500, the Model 520, do not functionin
isolation.Effectiveproblem solving often requiressynergy betweenmainframeresourcesand the individualworkstations.
This
requireseasy communicationbetween workstationand mainframe, particularlyinteractiveterminal-oriented
access and reliable file transfer.A typicalapplicationmight requirethe Model
520 to offload some computation-intensive
tasks from a mainframe, allowingthe mainframeto provide better responseto a
largernumberof users.
In multiusermode,the emphasistendsto be more alongthe
lineol resourcesharingamongthedifferentusers.Thecommunication link with other mainframesis a resourceto be sharedthe
same as a line printeror data base. The interactivelinkupfrom
the user'sterminalto multiplemainframesis not as imoorlanta
need as the abilityto get requireddata to the user'slocal mainframefor processing,to communicatewith userson other mainframes,orto moveprogramsand datato larger,morespecialized
mainframeslor processing.
A second dimension to the matrix of data communications
needs is the networkenvironmenlin whichthe mainframesoperate. SNA(systemsnetworkarchitecture)and bisyncare common
with IBM host computerswhileDecNet" and UNlX., predominate on hostcomputersmade by DigitalEquipmentCorporation
(DEC).HP's DSN servicesare similarlytuned to take advantage
of the strengthso{ HP computers,while Burroughs,Univac,and
just abouteveryothercomputervendoroffertheirownnetworking
solutions.Unfortunately,they are all incompatible,making it
necessaryto implementa numberof solutionswhileremaining
hopelesslyincomplete.However,IBM is such a dominantforce
in the mainframemarketthatvirtuallyall vendorsoflerconnection
to IBMusingemulationtechniques.Indeed,IBM2780/3780RJE
(remotejob entry)has becomeso prevalentamongminicomputer
vendorsthatit is considereda de faclo communications
standard
for reliablefiletransfereven in non-lBMenvironments.
Similarly,
almost everyoneallows effectiveon-line access from "dumb"
asynchronousASCII terminals.
This lets us definea minimalset of communications
abilities
to allowefficientuse of the Series500 in mostcomputingenvironments. Returningto the fundamentalneeds of users,we need
interactivemaintrameaccess and reliablefile transfer.An asynchronousASCIIterminalemulationwith programmabledata rate,
charactersize,parity,stop bits,end-otline,start-otline,prompt,
and other paramelerscan be configuredto access virtuallyany
computer that can connect to ASCII terminals.By making the
emulator user-modifiable(by providing source code or other
techniques),access can be gained to any host that supports
asynchronousterminals.Adding the capability to divert host
transmissionto a file and use file input in place of keystrokes
UNIXis a U.S.trademarkof Bell Laboratories
DecNetls a U.S.trademarkof DigitalEquipmentCorporation
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providesa simple,low-costfile transtercapability.Wherehigher
data integrityis required,IBM2780 RJEprovidesa synchronous,
error-controlledlinking.
This leavesonly interactiveIBM access to provide,more commonlyknownas 3270capability.Asynchronous
terminalemulation can be used with black boxesknownas protocolconverters,
but typicallythese are usefulonly under limitedconditions.Most
important,they are not a oneJor-one replacementfor an IBM
3270 display station,which requiresusers to memorizemultistrokekey sequencesto access the myriad key functionsavailable on actual 3270 systems.However,where limitedor occasionalaccess is required,especiallyif the user is also no longer
using"the realthing,"they can functionquitewell.
Unfortunately,IBM 3270 does not specify a unique access
means.Instead,it is an entirefamilyof productsincludingcluster
controllers,display stations,printersand integratedcontroller/
display stations.For example,to meet varied customerneeds
and keep up with technologyadvances,there are over twenty
differentmodels of 3274 controllers(some are obsolete).There
are more than ten differentmodels of 3278 and 3279 display
stations,any of which can be used with current3274 controllers.
Despite the plethoraof options, however,there are reallyonly
two approachesto 3270 emulation.The first (and untillate 1982,
the only approach)is to emulatethe enlire clustercontrollerand
attacheddisplaystationsusing bisync or SNA protocolsto connect to the mainframevia a 370x front end. Commonlycalled
3274 emulation,this approach is particularlyattractivefor multiusersituations,whereup to 32 userscan slmultaneously
access
the mainframe
throughthe emulatorwhilerequiringonlya single
link from the local comouterto the IBM mainframe.
The second approach,pioneeredon the IBM PersonalComputer by TechnicalAnalysisCorporation(now DigitalCommunicationsAssociates,Inc.), is to emulateonly the display station,
leavingthe existingIBM clustercontrollerin place and hooking
into the coax protocolused betweencontrollerand display stations, Commonlycalled 3278 emulation,this approach is most
attractivewhen replacing individualdisplay stationswith computer workstations,Eitherapproach,however,can typicallybe
used in the majorityof applications,albeit not alwaysoptimally.
This meansthat the criticalinterconnectionneeds of most workstation users can be met with just three networkingproducts:
flexibleasynchronousterminalemulation,simple IBM 2780/3780
remotejob entryemulation,
and someformof IBM3270capability.
In additionto theseminimalrequirements,
othercommunication needs are common enough to demand specific resolution,
particularlyfor efficientintegrationinto HP, DEC,and UNIXenvironmentsas well as lBM.
lmplementations
There are probably as many ways to develop the required
capabilitiesas thereare opinionsin what makesup an adequate
set of capabilities.We had chorces ranging from "offer what's
alreadyavailableoff the shelf" to "design,developand build
from scratch."As will be seen,we tried to selectwhateverwould
provide a quality product in the shortesttime-typically taking
an existingproduct and modifyingit as required.
The first communicationsproducts developed for the Series
500 were two general-purposeasynchronousterminalemulators
with Jiletransfercapabilities---one
for BASICand one for HP-UX.
Crucialto both was providingenoughflexibilityto communicate

with virtuallyany computer that uses ASCII characterson an
asynchronousline.This meansnot only supportingstandardoptions like line rates from 50 to 19,200 bits per second, 7-bit or
B-bit characters,and variousparities,but also allowingoptions
like definingwhat charactersto use for new line and xoN/xoFF
host prompts beioretransmittingthe next line,and line-oriented
modes complete with start-of-lineand end-otline sequences.
Also required was the ability to functionwith existing protocol
convertersfor IBM 3270 and RJE.
The BASIC asynchronousterminalemulatoris based on the
HP 9845 Computer'shigh-speedterminalemulator,maintaining
the same human interfaceso that users moving up from the HP
9845 would not have to learna new emulator.The HP-UXasynchronousterminal emulator(aterm)is just the opposlte, a new
design from the bottom up. At the moment,the implementation
is only part of the total design. Severalcriticalfeaturesallowing
modular extensions and user customizationcannot be imolemented until enhancementsto HP-UX that will permit one
processto reliablyreact to two concurrentasynchronousinputs
are In olace.
Once we were confidentour minimalneedswere covered,we
could start lookingat how to providemore specificconnections.
Primarycriteriawere timelinessol the implementationand utility
to the user. This led to three main communicationsthrusts:HP
connectionvia Ethernet,IBM connectionvia RJE,and UNIXconcopy).
nectionvia cu (callUNIX)and uucp(UNIX{o-UNIX
consistof two maior
As mentionedearlier,IBMcommunications
capabilities:3270 interactiveaccess and remotejob entry.While
eflortsare underwayto providebuilt-in3270 capability,our initial
effort went into file transfer via RJE. At the beginning of the
project,we had to selectfrom a numberof potentialoptions.For
example,did we want to do just 2780/3780RJE or did we want
to take advantageof the multiusercapabilitiesof the HP 9000
Series500 Computersand providemultileavingRJE(MRJE)?Bell
Laboratories'Systemlll UNIX,whlch we were building on, had
an MRJEcapability(thesendcommand).However,that capability
was built using a virtual protocol machine runningon the DEC
KMC-11 communicationscard. In addition,the Systemlll package was based on the assumptionthat the only use for BJE
would be to submit job streamsto IBM and Univac hosts, an
unacceptablerestrictionin view of our desireto use RJE also to
exchangefiles with minicomputers.
Our solutionwas to try to take the best of both approaches;
keeping the convenientjob submittalfacility of the System lll
MRJE user interface(the sendcommand),but putting it atop a
278013780RJE program (12780)which could also be used directlyby the user if onlyfile transferwere required.Also required
were two utilityprograms:a trace tilterto convertcard trace data
fromthe compressedbinaryform generatedon-lineto a readable
listing,and a print output filter to expand IBM caniage controls
to HP-UXcompatiblesequences.The HP-UXstandarddelinition
for sendis link-independentso that althoughthe currenl Series
future enhance500 implementationis 2780/3780-link-based,
mentssuch as MRJEor SNA linksto IBMcould be added without
affectingthe user interface.
Third on our list of requiredconnections,after HP and lBM, is

modules build on other environment modules and rely on
the servicesof the host systeminterface,which provides a
machine-independentoperatingsysteminterface.The host
system interface code consistsof small and partially portable modules that perform whatever actions are necessary
to adapt the host machine's operating system for network
use. For the Series500 operating system,called SUN (see

DEC. Interactiveaccess is fairlyeasy on multiusersystems-the
atermasychronousterminalemulatorcan be made totallytransparent,allowingthe userto take advantageof the ANSIcompatibilitymode offeredon severalHP terminals.The Model520 workstationuser is restricted,however,to "dumb terminal"only.While
we considerthe restrictionundesirable,we do not envisionmany
users interestedin dedicating a 32-bit workstationto terminal
emulationfor data entry and editing.Similarly,it would be nice
to hook into DecNetfor file access and data transfer,but again
prioritieshave preventedimmediatesatisfaction.For now, RJE
sufficesfor reliablefile transfer,eventhough it requiresa second
termlnalconnectionto the DEC machineto controlthat end of
the connection.
is UNIX.SinceHP-UX
Laston our listof requiredconnections
is based on UNIX,we felt it vital that we fit into the UNIX data
communicationsenvironment.To simplifyretainingcompatibility
withevolvingreleasesfrom both BellLaboratoriesand the University of Californiaat Berkeley,we attemptedto take the standard
Systemlll UNIX{o-UNIXutilitiesand change them as littleas
possible.We started out with cu, uucp,and uux (UNIX-to-UNIX
execute).Althoughour goal was to leave them intact, we discoveredsignificantdesign changeswere required.Mostcritical,
other than fixing numerous bugs, was removing restrictions
based on the Bell assumptionihat all users would have source
code to modify.BecauseHP-UXdoesnot includean AT&Tsource
license,featuresrequiringmodificationof the source code are
not acceptableunlessthat source code can be providedto the
user by HP (i.e.,was designedand writtenby HP, not Bell Labs).
Since all these utilitiesare based on asynchronousdial-uplinks,
smart modems are normallyused. Unfortunately,each modem
manufacturerseemsto use a differentprotocolto tell its modem
how to dial a specific phone number.Our solutionwas to move
dialingout of the mainprogramand put it intoa separateprogram
module,which is called Jromthe main program and writtenby
the user (no sourcelicenserequired).Sampleprogramsshowing
how to dial Ven Tel and Racal Vadic modems are supplied.
Similarly,in uuxthe listof programsthat can be run from a remote
machinewas moved from a data array insidethe programto an
externalfile. Visible changes from the System lll version were
and interface,
minimized.By retainingthe originalfunctionality
standardUNIXutilitiesthat use uucpstillwork as expecied,including remotemail and the notes network.
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articles on pages28, 34, and sa), many of the host system
interface functions are null, that is, straight passthroughs
to system intrinsics. Ultimately, the host system interface
modules could grow to constitutea small operatingsystem
in themselveswhen less functionality is provided by the
host machine.Notice that only thesemodules call the host
operating system directly and, therefore,they contain the
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several alternative building blocks at the services level. In
the future, there will also be alternative modules at all the
other levels as well. The protocol building block structure
will allow nodal management to plug together any combination of alternative modules that is appropriate for reaching a particular remotemachine.For example,the endpoint
underneath the internet protocol could just as easily belong
to the X.25 protocol* block, which would then be served
by an endpoint belongingto the LAPB (link accessprotocol,
balancedmode) I/O card. Also, the NFT protocol could be
supportedby an entirely different setoftransport protocols.
We have alreadyused the nodal managementcapability to
replace protocol building blocks by arranging data paths
through alternative modules. During development, we used
alternatedatapathsto inject specialtest modules at various
points above or below the code being developed.
The architecture described above solved three primary
problems. It isolated us from the operating system and
processorset by providing a series of common function
calls which we could create in any operating system. It
defined a seriesof interfacesbetweenprotocol modules so
that we could mix and match many protocols. These interfaceswere basedon proposalsin the ANSI and ISO committees.Finally, theseinterfacesallowed various protocol designers to design with some degreeof independenceand
still be surethat the systemwould be an integratedpackage.
We were concerned at first that creating all these module
interfaces would causeperformance problems, but that was
a price we were willing to pay for the flexibility the architecture would give us. In the end, we were pleasantly
surprised to find that with just a minimum of tuning, our
performance was as good as or better than many other
similar systems on the market. The code modularity and
the architecture increased the productivity of our design
group with no loss of performance.

only nonportablenetwork code.
Together, the execution environment and host system
interface modules provide multitasking with process synchronization, memory managementand accounting, intertask messageand queue management,nodal management
(which controls and coordinatesall the other modules in
the network subsystem), utilities for manipulating the
shared-memory protocol interface data structures, and a
library of miscellaneousutilities (like hashing routines*)
which are of generaluse for protocol modules.
Fig. 4 shows the logical organization of a protocol building block. This block encapsulatesthe code for a given
protocol. The main function of the network implementation architecture is to define the interfaces between a protocol building block and the blocks aboveit (which use its
services),the blocks below it (on which it depends),and
the execution environment. The upper and lower interfaces
are representedby shared-memory data structures. The actions that take place at each interface are represented by
specific messagetypes.
The lower interfacefor a protocol building block consists
of one or more functional ports-usually one. A functional
port can be visualized as a terminal strip of female electrical
sockets.(The related OSI conceptis called a serviceaccess
point.)
The upper interface to the protocol building block consists of an endpoint for each of the protocol's instances of
communication with a remote machine. An endpoint can
be visualized as a male plug that attaches to a specific
functional port of a higher (the using) protocol. (The OSI
endpoint term refers to the following concept: Each protocol building block regardsan endpoint just below it a
the end of a data path "wire" that will carry its data tc
peer protocol module in a specific remote machine.)
The protocol building blocks are "plugged" togetherby
nodal management for each instance of communication
with a remote machine as shown in Fig. S. This chain of
protocol building blocks is referred to as a data path and
is representedas a linked list of endpoint data structures.
Data paths can join or branch to represent multiplexing or
alternate routing. Fig. 5 shows the data path that supports
an instance of network file transfer (NFT). All data and
control information related to moving a file between the
local and remote machines is carried by internal messages
flowing along this data path.
Note that in the current version of LAN 9000 there are

Quality Assurance
It has long been a policy at our facility that the engineer
who designedand implemented a module is responsible
for the quality of that module. Following this policy, the
designerswrote the test plans for their individual modules.
This included both black-boxand white-box testing.Here,
black-box testing is based on the user manual or external
specificationof the module. White-box testing is basedon
knowing how the module was designed and stressing it at
its weak points. Designerswere responsiblefor doing their
own white-box testing, and many also did their own blackbox testing. The exception was when the module was designed to be used by HP customers directly. At this point,
an independent tester was assignedto do the black-box
testingto give us an independentopinion on the usefulness
of the module.
The test plans formed the basis for determining when
we were finished testing. They were also used for scheduling this phase of the project. One of the best indicators of
when the quality of the product is high enough to ship to
customershas been "Did we completethe test plan?" This
is one reason the test plan is reviewed by the quality assurance department to ensure that it is rigorous and complete.

aRoutines
usedto organize
tablesfor rapidsearching
or look-up.

-The CCITTstandard interfaceprotocol
for packet switching networks.This standard consists of three protocol layers thal conform to the lower three levels of the OSI model.
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The other major indicator of quality is a measure of the
mean time to failure. This time is the machine time spent
stressingthe code in new ways, plus a deratedamount of
machine time spent running old test programs,divided by
the number of failures detected.
Since completing the test plan usually takes some time,
we used a completion estimatefor scheduling this phase.
Each designerestimatedthe hours necessaryto designeach
of the tests in the test plan. We then calculated the amount
of time necessaryto find and fix code and design errors
from our historical data.Finally, we allotted time for overhead and unanticipated activities. After completing these
estimatesfor eachdesigner,we estimatedthat the testphase
would take about 15 weeks.Sincethe testplan was actually
completed in 16 weeks, we felt our estimate was quite
good. But at this point we still had not met our goal for
mean time to failure.
In the courseof doing testing,we came upon a new test
method that we called triggers. Triggers is a method of
triggeringasynchronouseventsto occur at particular times.
For example, if a routine asks for blocks of memory three
times in its execution,we can trigger the system to reject
the memory request at any of those three times. The trigger
mechanism allowed us to test most of the paths in our
code.It was this triggermechanismthat kept our measured
failure rate so high in the beginning. Even though most of
the events detected by the triggers were very improbable
in real life, we continued to test for them until the triggers
could not produce any more errors. Then we felt that we
had a very solid systemand we finally met our mean time

{

to failure goal. This additional test time took another four
weeks, but we felt the added code quality was worth the
effort. Most of the problems we solved with this technique
would have been very difficult to find and correct once
the product was in a customer'shands.
Future Directions
The current version of LAN 9000 establishesthe baseto
grow into additional topologies.The evolution will be in
the directions of connectivity to more kinds of workstations
and systems,additional links and gateways,and inclusion
of more industry standardprotocols,The architectureprovides the flexibility to add protocols, and it facilitatesthe
porting of the network software to other systems.
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A General-Purpose
OperatingSystem
Kernelfor a 32-BitComputerSystem
by DennisD. Georg,BenjaminD. Osecky,and StephanD. Scheid
HE OPERATING SYSTEM KERNEL for the HP 9oo0
Series 500 Computers efficiently supports the realtime requirements of the extended BASIC language
environment as well as the multiuser requirements of
HP-UX. The kernel provides efficient support for multiple
processors,a processmodel that supports a largeuser process virtual address space, a virtual memory system that
supports both paged and segmentedvirtual memory, memory and buffer management,and a device-independent file
system which has the capability of supporting multiple
directory formats. The main objective of this operating system kernel, called SUN, is to provide a clean interface
between the underlying hardware and the application-level
systems such as BASIC or HP-UX.
The SUN operating system can be separated into two
sets of major components,as follows:
Non-l/O
ProcessManager
MemoryManager
BufferManager
MessageManager
TimerManager
TrapManager
Dispatcher
Nonvolatile Memory Manager
SystemStartup Manager

UO
Input/Output Switch
DeviceDriver Modules
InpuUOutput Primitives

The I/O componentsof SUN are describedon page 38.
The SUN operating system managesthe allocation and
deallocation of hardware resources.Memory and processors are the primary system resources.Other resourcesinclude buffers, messagequeues,file directories,inpuUoutput channels,processors,and timers. The managementof
these resourcessupports:
r The establishment of contexts (sets of code and data
addresses)
forthe executionof sequencesof instructions
I The allocation of the processorto the execution of specific sequencesof instructions
I The dynamic allocation of resourcesrequired by the algorithms being executed.
Hardware and Operating Environment
The Series 500 hardware provides a stack-oriented environment for program execution.l Segmentationand paging
are used to facilitate memory management. A simplified
diagram of the operating environment is shown in Fig. 1
on page35.
There are two basic types of segments: code segments
and data segments.Code execution on a Series b00 CPU is
contained in one or more code segmentsand uses several
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data segments.One data segment is used as an execution
stack segment and at least one other data segment is used
as a global data segment. Each CPU contains hardware
registers to define and bound the cunent code, stack, and
global data segments.Other segments,called external data
segments, can be accessed indirectly through pointers
stored in the stack and global data segments.External data
segmentscan be paged.
Information to manage the segments is kept in tablesone system segment table and many user segment tables.
However, only one user segment table can be active on a
CPU at a given time. The system segment table and the
currently active user segmenttable define the addressrange
of the program running on a CPU at any time.
A device reference table contains an entry for each VO
channel. This entry contains information to establish the
code segment and global data segment for the interrupt
service routine when the corresponding VO device requests
service. Each CPU has an interrupt control stack which
serves as the execution stack for interrupt service routines
and for the system dispatcher.
The CPU hardware defines a task control block to describe the state of a task. This block contains a pointer to
the user segment table for the task and to the task's stack
and global data segments.The CPU microcode uses four
words of memory for each CPU in the system. These CPUdedicated locations point to the current user segmenttable,
the currently executing task control block, and the interrupt
control stack for the CPU.
Contexts
For this discussion,a contextis a set of related addresses
that define a scope of addressability, that is, limit the set
of code and/or data addressesthat are accessible.The StlN
operating system supports program, process,and partition
contexts.
Program Context, The simplest context is a program, a set
of one or more procedures.Each procedure is a collection
of instructions, with a common entry name, which may or
may not be parameterized. Instructions that make up a
program are stored in code segments.A program may occupy one or more code segmentsor several programs may
reside in one code segment. The address range (context)
of a program is the set of code segmentsthat it occupies.
During program execution, procedure parameters and
local variables and an execution stack are stored in a special
data segment called the stack segment. Program variables
that are not local to program procedures or parameters to
those procedures can be stored in either the global data
segment or in arbitrary additional data segments called
external data segments. External data segments are only

allocated as a result of explicit requestsand can be either
paged or unpaged.
The context of an executing program or process also includes the current values of the hardware registers,which
define the current state of the hardware and the relative
state of the process.The hardware state of a processcan
be establishedusing information from the process' task
control block and stack segment.
While a program has a static context, a process is an
active element with a dynamic context. In SUN, a process
is defined to be a unique instance of a consecutively executing program, and more than one process can share a program. The primary operational characteristic of a process
is that the progress of any process in the system, as it
executes its code body, is not guaranteed relative to the
progress of other processesin the system.
Process Context. The minimum context for a process consists of the program context, stack and global data segments,
and the current hardware state. Each process has its own
stack segment. Process contexts can be expanded by the
addition of an arbitrary number of external data segments.
They also can be dynamically varied by allowing the
executing program to switch global data segmentsdynamically, create and delete external data segments,or extend
or contract existing segments.
Partition Context. A partition is a set of processes that
share a common user segment table. This segment table
has entries for the code and data segmentsthat are local
to the partition. Since the segment table entries contain
the baseaddresslocationsof the allocatedsegmentsas well
as their cunent lengths, the segment table defines the segments the partition can address.
Other than the availability of memory and segmenttable
space,there is no limit to the number of processesthat can
exist simultaneouslyin a partition. All processeswithin a
partition can share the sameglobal data segment.This segment represents the primary mechanism for sharing data
among a set of processeswithin a partition.
User partition contexts are created as a result of calls to
procedure. The procedure parameters
the START-PARTITION
specify the information required to construct a partition
context as well as the context of the inital process that is
to be created and executed within the created partition
context. The execution of sTART-pARTlrloNallocates the
initial physical memory for the partition, initializes the
segment table for the partition, allocates the global data
segment for the partition, and establishes the context for
the initial process in the created partition. The initial processcan requestadditional resources,or createadditional
processcontexts.Like any other processin the system,the
progressof the execution of the initial processin the created
partition depends on its priority relative to other processes
and the number of other processesin the systemasa whole.
A partition is deleted when the last process in that partition terminates. The resourcesthat make up the partition
are then returned to the appropriate pools of available resources.
System Partition Context. The system partition is a special
context defined by the system segment table. Segments
described by the system segment table are addressableat
all times. The union of the segmentsin the system segment

table and the current user segmenttable defines the context
of the machine at any time. The system segmenttable contains the system global data segment and other segments
that can be sharedby all processesin all partitions because
of their global addressability.
Every processcontext is allocated from within a partition
context. There are two classesof processes:user partition
processesand system processes.The main distinction between user and system processesis the addressabilityof
the stack for the process.The stack segmentsof system
processesare allocated from the system segmenttable and
are therefore always addressable.A system process can
establish addressability to any partition context by changing its current user segmenttable, which together with the
system segmenttable, defines the current addressspace.
User processescannot addressany segmentsdescribedin
any user segment table other than their own.
Processcontexts can be deleted explicitly or implicitly.
A call to the SUN procedure PTERMINATE
causesexplicit
termination of the current process.Implicit deletion occurs
when the programbeing executedcompletesexecutionand
exits its initial procedure.Regardlessof whether the deletion occurs explicitly or implicitly, the effect is the same.
The resourcesused to construct the process context are
returned to the system for reallocation.
Processesin the subsystemssupported by SUN always
execute within the context of a partition. Processcontexts
establishedin a partition context can be used to control
asynchronousevents or devices, simplify the solution to
an otherwise more complex problem, provide execution
environments that have special characteristics such as
specialized trap handling procedures, or separate the
execution of subsystem-suppliedcode from that of code
developedby a user.
An example of a process set provided by a language
subsystemis the model developedby the BASIC language
subsystemfor the HP 9000 Model 520 Computer, an integrated desktop workstation. Each BASIC partition has accessto a systemhuman interfaceprocessand separaterun
and executive processes.The human interface process
manages access to devices such as the Model 520's
keyboard and CRT, which are controlled asynchronously
by the user interacting with the machine. The executive
processcontrols the stateof the partition's run process,the
parsingof languageand commandstatements,and the communications with the human interface process.The run
processperforms the run-time compilation and execution
of BASIC programswritten by a user.
Resource Allocation and Addressability
In most cases,memory object resourcesare allocated
from the partition containing the process making the request. For example, a request for the allocation of a data
segmentby a processwithin a userpartition contextresults
in the allocation of the segmentfrom that partition's segment table. However,processesexecutingwithin usercontexts also have an ability to allocate/deallocatememory
object resourcesfrom the system context explicitly. Processesexecuting within the context of one user partition
resourceswithin another
cannotdirectly allocate/deallocate
user partition context.
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Parallel Development of Hardware and
One of the earliest goals of the Model 520 Computer (the
desktopversionof the HP 9000 Series500) projectwas to bring
the completedsystem to the marketplaceas soon as possible
after completionof the hardware.The traditionalprojectpattern
in which developmentof the softwaretakes place afterthe completionol lhe hardwarewas thereforeinappropriate.
To increaseboth the productivityof the softwaredevelopment
team and the resultantquality of the final system software,a
high-levellanguage was designed to be used for all systems
programming.
Thislanguage,calledMODCAL,is basedon Pascal, but includesenhancementsto allow separatecompilation
and to providecontrolledaccessto certainarchitecturalfeatures
of the HP 9000 Series500 Computersso that the temptationto
code in assembly languageis greatly reduced. Since the language was used to implementthe most fundamentalpartsof the
SUN operatingsystem,it was designed in such a way as to be
supportJree.No supportinglibrariesand operatingsystemare
inherentlyassumedto existby the compiler.The match between
the languageand the underlyingarchitectureis furtherimproved
by the additionof a good compilercode optimizer,resultingin
even less temptationto resortto assemblylanguage.
With this strategyit was possibleto develop most of the software moduleswhich make up the system.At the end of the
projectmore than 96% of the systemsoftwarehad been coded
in MODCAL.This percentageincluded the resultsof extensive
tuningeffortsin which modulesfound to be criticalto the performance of the machine were recoded in Series500 assembly
language.Thisoverallstategynot only improvedthe productivity
of the developmentteam, but also resulted in a product with
much bettersoftwarereliabilityand maintainability.
Althoughit was possibleto testhigher-levelmodulesby executing them on anothersystemwith simulatedlower-levelroutines,
it became apparent that the only acceptableway to check out
lower-level,architecturallydependent softwarewas to run the
code in an environmentthat fully duplicatedthe characteristics
of the final system.This requirementwas especiallycriticalfor
testing l/O driver code. Not only did it requirethe duplicationof
the CPU and l/O processorfunctions,but also the semanticsof
an l/O device.
To allow all parts o{ the systemto completetestingand integrationbeforethe availabilityof functioninghardware,a detailed
softwareemulatorof the Model 520 was built.This emulatorincludesdelailedmodelingof all partsof the CPU,1memorycontroller,2and mostsignificantly,the l/O processof and backplane.
The HP9845Computer,configuredwithan assemblylanguage
developmentBOM,was selectedas the enginefor the emulator.
The friendlinessof the assemblylanguagedevelopmentenvironmentallowedhighproductivity
duringthe emulatordevelopment.
The memorysystemof the HP 9845 was sufficientlylarge (500K
bytes) and the overall system cost was low enough to allow
severalsystemsto be purchasedfor the emulationfunction.The
lastconsiderationwas of extremeimportancesincethe operation
of the emulatoris by necessityvery computation-intensive
and
one or two copies of the emulatorexecutingon a timesharing
systemwould have completelyconsumedthe system'sprocessor. Furthermore,the HP 9845 was also used as a MODCAL
developmentstation,allowinga complete developmentstation
to existon an engineer'sdesk.
The emulatorwas implementedin stages.The functionalityof
the CPU registersand a sutticientfractionof the instructionset
to allow the lowest levelsof the operatingsystemto be coded
and testedwere providedfirst.Thisallowedmostof the operating
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system kernelto be tested sufficientlyto ready it for integration
with partiallytested higher-levelsoftware.Work on the emulator
then continuedto implementthe instruction
set morecompletely
by includingfloating-point
instructions
and allinslructions
emitted
by the MODCALcompiler.Most of the BASICsoftwaresystem
could be testedwith the exceptionof the l/O drivers,file system,
and humaninterface.A temporaryl/O interfacewas added which
allowedsimple read and print l/O to take place to the keyboard
and display of the HP 9845.
Next, the complete l/O processorand l/O backplaneemulations were added. This consistedof softwareto model the state
of the l/O processorconnectedto an externaldevice which provided the hardwaresimulationof the new l/O backolaneof the
Model 520. Simulationof l/O device semanticscould then be
provided by actual l/O devices.This approach worked well for
devicesthat were availablefor use, but a numberof l/O devices
were still under development.A capabilitywas added that allowed softwaresimulationof these unavailabledevices.
Code was added to the emulatortocapturedynamicmeasures
of instructionand memory access mode use. The execution
monitorfunctionsupportedby these additionsallowedthe software developmentteam to evaluatecoding alternativesand to
begin tuning the system before hardware was available.The
functionalityof the emulatorwas tested during its development
by a battery of architecturalverificationtests which were developed in parallelwith the emulator.Thesetestsnot only served
as a cross check on the correctnessof the emulator,but they
werealsousedas verification
testsfor the NMOS-Illchipswhen
preliminary
versionsbecameavailable.
The finishedemulatorallowedcompleteintegrationof all componentsof the Model520'sBASICsystem,includingthe human
interfaceand l/O drivers.The executionrateof the softwarewas
1000 times slowerthan real time, but was sufficientto allow
BASICstatementsto be stored at the rate of one every 20 seconds.At this pointsomeof the softwaremodulesweresufficiently
stableto allowthe startof qualityassurancetesting.
Finallythe hardwarewas ready.The 350K-byteBASICoperating system was loaded into the prototypeand the systemwas
functional.The paralleldevelopmentstrategywas successful.
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Other types of objects can be allocated by calls to the
operating system.Buffers are contiguoussectionsof memory that are guaranteednever to be relocated and can therefore be referencedby using absoluteaddresses.Buffers are
mainly used by the VO part of SUN as temporary holders
of data being transferred either to or from an I/O device.
A messagelink is a queuereceptacleto which messages
can be sent and from which messagescan be received.
Messagelinks are allocated by SUN from a segment that
exists in the context of the system partition.
Resourcesallocated ftom the systempartition have global
addressabilitysince all partitions see the system address
space as part of their address space.Resourcesallocated
in partitions other than the system partition cannot be addressedfrom other user partitions. The ability to address
user partitions is provided to systemprocessesvia the prowhich establishesuser accedure CHANGE-TO-PARTITION,
cessto the specified partition.
VirtualMemory
The operatingsystemprovides support for virtual memory used in HP-UX in the form of both segmentation and
paging. Virtual segmentsare treated as indivisible entities
of variable length that can be swapped to a storagedevice
when not in use. Virtual objects can also be allocated in
paged external data segmentswhich are divided into equal
piecescalled pages.Eachpagecan residein physical memory independent of the other pagesthat make up the object.
Virtual segmentedobjectscan be up to 500K bytes in size,
while virtual pagedobjectscan be up to 500M bytes.
The hardwareprovides indicators for eachvirtual object,
allowing the operatingsystemto determine if the objectis
currently in physical memory, and if it is, to determine
whether the object has been referencedand/or modified.
The operating systemusesthis information in its replacement algorithms to choosesegmentsor pagesto be removed
from physical memory when necessary.
The operating system supports the sharing of virtual objects amongseveralprocesses.It also supportsthe mapping
of files into virtual objects,thus providing accessto a mapped
file at memory speeds. Virtual objects can also be locked
in physical memory to prevent relocation during I/O transfers to or from the object.
Communications
SUN and the languageand applicationssubsystemssupported by it aresetsof communicatingprocesses.
The initial
process within the user context is free to develop an arbitrary set of processes.No structure is imposed on the process set within user partition contexts.However, all processeswithin a partition context share a global data segment and other segmentsthat they can commonly address.
The simplest form of communication occurs at process
creation when a single-segmentrelative pointer is passed
as a parameter to the program to be executed in the new
process context, This pointer can have no value or can
point to an arbitrary parameter structure. This level of communication is similar to the parameterpassingthat occurs
when one procedure calls another procedure within the
same processcontext.
Processesexecuting within the same partition context

can share data in the global data segment or other external
data segmentsdefined in their common segmenttable. All
processescan share data in segmentsdefined in the system
segment table. Pointers to shared data or the shared data
itself are stored in global data segmentsthat are common
to the communicating processes.
In addition to supporting communication via interprocess parameter passing and shared data in global data
segments,SUN supportscommunicationvia messagepassing. This support is provided by the messagemanagercomponent. The messagemanagersupportsinterprocessglobal
communication by allowing one process to construct a
packet of information called a message,send that message
to a mailbox, and have a different processat an later time
comreceivethe messagefrom the samemailbox. Processes
municating via messagescan exist either in the same or
different partition contexts. All that is required to initiate
the communication is knowledge of a common message
mailbox name, which SUN refers to as a messagelink.
Synchronization and Scheduling
Semaphoresand semaphoreoperationsare used to synchronize and coordinate processes.A semaphoreis implemented as a two-word data structure that can be allocated anywhere that can be commonly addressedby the
synchronizing processes.There is no limit on the number
of semaphoresthat can exist in the system.They are used
to protect and provide exclusiveaccessto shareddata and
to block a processuntil signaledby another process.
The semaphoreoperations are designedto be safe in a
multiple-processorenvironment. By safe,it is meant that
the operations on semaphore data objects are guaranteed
to be indivisible and completeregardlessof the number of
processorsin the system.A more complete description of
the operation of the process synchronization primitives
can be found in the article on page 34.
SUN also provides procedures for synchronizing processeswith time. Theseproceduresallow processesto wait
for a specified time interval or to wait until a specified
absolute time. Absolute times and intervals are specified
as floating-point numbers in units of microseconds.
At any time, all processescan be divided into two groups:
runable and blocked. In addition, a subsetof the runable
processesis actually executingon the CPUsof the system.
In a systemwith n CPUs,up to n processescan be executing
at the same time. Processesbecomeblocked by explicitly
downing a semaphore, attempting to receive a message
that has not yet arrived, or waiting on a timer
The SUN operating system supports setsof subsystems
that, in general,have more processesto be run than processors. The dispatcher provided by the operating system is
responsiblefor selectingrunable processesto be executed
by the CPUs based on processpriority. Entry to the dispatcher occurs whenever a dispatch instruction (DISP)has
been executed and the current state of the system allows
the dispatcherto be entered.The DISPinstruction is executed by processsynchronizationand manipulation primitives when the stateof a processis modified. In particular,
the dispatcher is entered whenever a currently executing
processis blocked,when a processthat is of higher priority
than a currently running processis made runable, or when
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A System Software Debugger
For the VLSIchip set used in the HP 9000 Series500 Computers, two availablelevels of debugging evolved.The low-level
capabilityuses a separateHP 9845 runninga huge BASICprogram,attachedto anotherelectronictool,which in turn connects
to the NMOS-IllCPUor l/O processordebug ports.Thehigh-level
debugger is a large software package that is linked with an
operatingsystem.lt uses debugging supporttools built into the
microcodeto help programmersdebug that system.
ilaior Features
The debugger supports stepping, breaking,and profilingat
the procedure, statement, and machine instruction levels.
examinesand changes memory and l/O in a varietyof ways,
disassemblesmachineinstructions,dumps processstatus,procedure chains, CPU registers,stacks, and variables,execures
procedures,prints hard-copyaudit trails,and passescontrolto
user-defineddebugging software.
The debugger is menu-driven.Most command prompts are
less than one line long. Each command is a single letterthat is
acceptedas soonas it is typed.Giventhe speedof the underlying
hardware,this makes for a responsive,natural-feelinghuman
interfacewhich combinesthe best of both menu and command
line styles. Novices find the debugger easy to use for quick,
simple interactions.Experiencedusers tend to learnshortcommand sequencesthat accomplishcommon operations.
The menus range in length from short (two options)to quite
long (twelveoptionsat the top level).Mostfunctionsare onlytwo
or three levelsdeep, and every menu but the top one can be
exited by typing o (options).
Most menu lines are cleared after the user responds,which
keeps the visual clutterto a minimum.When multiole-character
input is required,the debugger requests it between menus in

the priority of a currently running processis changed.This
ensures that the highest-priority process in the set of runable processesis selectedfor execution.
The dispatcher completes the state-savingoperation initiated by the DISPinstruction, selects the highest-priority
runable process, marks the selected process as running,
restores a subset of the hardware registers based on values
stored in the task control block associatedwith the selected
process, and executes an interrupt exit (lXtT)instruction.
The lXlTinstruction causesthe remainder of the hardware
stateto be restoredand processexecution to resume.
Interrupt Handling
The normal flow of the execution of the machine instructions can be modified by three mechanisms: external interrupts, internal interrupts, and traps. External interrupts
signal requests for service by VO devices. Internal interrupts signal abnormal conditions within the system that
are not associatedwith the execution of a machine instruction. Traps differ from interrupts in that traps result from
conditions detected by the hardware during the execution
of an instruction. The detailed handling of intemrpts and
traps is done by the operating system.
The hardware defines 16 priority levels that can be assigned to each I/O channel. The interrupt structure is such
that a higher-priority device preempts a lower-priority de-
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as compact a form as possible.
The first four options-Pstep, Step,Focus,and Hesume---on
the
top level resumethe currentprocess,eithersteppingat the procedure, statement,or machine instructionlevels, or resuming
executionwith no change of debug state.The Breakoption supports maintenanceof procedure,sourcestatement,machineinstruction,memory location,and externalprocess breakpoints.
Machineinstructionbreakpointscan be local (one processonly)
or global (all processes).ctearsets the stateof the debugger to
free-run.
The Examoption leads to a powerfulmemoryand l/O access
capability.Forexaminingmemory,itfirstallowstheusertospecify
the initialmemorylocationin one of a numberof ways, eitheras
an absoluteaddress,relativeto variousdata registersand segments,or by variablenameor programlocation.Then it supports
forward and backward stepping through and jumping around
memory, going indirectlythrough data and absolute pointers
(with a returnstack),modifyinglocations,and viewingarbitrary
byte sequences.Meanwhile,the Examto option supportssimple
l/O requestsand statusdisplays.
The Dumpoptioncapabilitiesincludetask status,accumulated
CPU use by processes,procedurecallingchains,CPU registers,
and stack and variabledumps. The eXecoption allows usersto
call any procedurein memory,with a specified parameterlist,
under debugger control.The toggteoption controls debugger
modes, including partial and full hard-copy audit trail printing.
The Measoption interactswith the optional procedure,source
statement,and machine instructionexecution and coverage
monitor(profiler).
Finally,the twelfthoption,Ud,leadsto a user-defineddebugger,
if one is present.Softwareauthors can easily write their own
extensionsand plug them in at link time.

vice. Furthermore, a special hardware register, called the
mask register, can be used for the purpose of masking off
specific priority levels. The initial handling of external
interrupts is done by the CPU microcode interrupt handler.
The interupt handler is executed on behalf of a particular
device when all of the following conditions are met: 1) the
device has requested an interrupt, 2) interrupts at the device's priority level are not masked, 3) the interrupt bit in
the status register is enabled, and e) no higher-priority
device is requesting service.
The interrupt handler initially saves the state of the
machine by pushing a stack marker onto the stack segment
for the currently executing process.The stack marker contains the information necessaryto restore the status of the
interrupted process, and hence allow execution to resume
later. The information includes the index register value,
the address of the first instruction to be executed when the
machine status is restored, the machine status indication
register, and a pointer to the previous stack marker.
External interrupts are handled on a special stack segment called the interrupt conhol stack. In this case, the
CPU registers are modified to point to different stack and
global data segmentsbefore the execution of the interrupt
service routine. Before this registermodification, the values
of the registers associatedwith the interrupted processare
saved in the process' task control block and stack segment

The debugger contains a complete user l/O lacility for
keyboardinput and display and optionalhard-copyoutput.Like
most parts of the debugger, this code is as independentas
possibleof any particularoperatingsystemimplementation.
Most of the debugger l/O and mode-controlroutines(about
34 in all) are exportedto the rest of the systemsoftware.This is
especiallyinvaluablefor debugging systeml/O softwareand for
supportingmiscellaneoustest harnesses.
The debugger includestwo optionalpackageswhich can be
included at link time. lf the disassembleris present,all displays
of code are disassembledwhile examining,dumping, or stepping. lf the executionmonitor(profiler)is present,the Measoption
comes alive, adding a number of features.
The debugger is part symbolic.Compiletime options permit
each procedureto be lollowedby a shortsymboltable,including
a procedurename and possiblyvariablenames and locations.
lf this informationis present,the debugger uses it whereverit
can. Debuggingof "nondebuggable"proceduresis stillpossible,
but orocedureand variableinlormationis enteredand displayed
strictlyby numericaddress.
lmplementatlon
This debugger is intraprocess,not interprocess.Ratherthan
occupying one or more dedicated debugging processesthat
interactwith others,the debugger is inactiveuntil invoked.lf the
debuggeris present,everyprocesshas a smallamountof space
(about240 bytes)set aside at the baseof its stackfor permanent
debugger variables.The debugger uses almost no other data
srorage.
Whenactivated,the debuggerrunson top of whateverprocess
invokesit. To ensurea stable environment,it turns off interrupts,
takes exclusivecontrolof the machine(pausingall otherCPUs)'
and is carefulnot to relinquishthat controluntil exited.

so that they can be restored before the process resumes.
The interrupt handler writes the device number of the
device requesting service onto the interrupt control stack
at a known location. The device number servesas an index
into the device reference table, which contains an entry
for each I/O channel. The device reference table entry for
a requesting I/O device is chained by an I/O processoronto
a queue corresponding to the priority of the device to await
service by a CPU.Each device referencetable entry contains
a pointer to the interrupt service routine, and a pointer to
the data relevant to that I/O channel.
The SUN operating system contains a single main interrupt service routine. Device driver procedures are executed
by system and user processesas a result of inpuVoutput
requests. When a device driver procedure wants to wait
for an interrupt, the procedure calls a special operating
system primitive which executes a DOWNoperation on a
semaphore associated with the device, thereby blocking
the executing process. The interrupt service routine does
an UPoperation on a semaphoreassociatedwith the device
driver procedure that handles interrupts for the interrupting device, and thus unblocks the processwhich had been
waiting for the intenupt. The interrupt service routine executes an lXlTinstruction which may force the execution of
the dispatcher if the freed processis of higher priority than
the currently executing process. If the unblocked process
is not dispatched, then the state of the interrupted process
is restored and its execution continues,

The operating systems supply a limited number of special
support routinesto help the debugger gather informationabout
and control other processesand operating system data structures. These routines help insulatethe operating system ancl
debugger from each other, maximizingindependence.
The VLSI chip microcode providesa handy set of debugger
supportfeatures.Thereare a numberof specialassemblyinstructionswhich,when enabled,cause softwaretraps that lead to the
debugger (if present).These instructionsare plantedin debuggable code by the compilerand enabled by the debugger on a
process-localbasis as needed lor simple, efficientprocedure
and source statementstepping.Since the status registerdoes
the enabling/disabling,the debugger state becomes a part of
the process state.The CPU microcodealso supports machine
instructionsteppingand a singleabsolute-addressbreak register, both of which operatethroughthe trap mechanism.
The debugger is linkedwith one of a number of low-levell/O
driver modules,each of which providesthe same exportedprocedure names.These modulesallowthe debugger to run on an
emulator,or on real hardwarewith the Model 520's keyboard
and its variousdisplayoptions,or via an ASI or multiplexercard
connectedto a dedicatedterminal.
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The hardware detects 45 different traps, or exception
conditions. These traps are catagorized into seven classes
by the operating system to make exception handling more
manageable.The seven classesare system, address,program, instruction, stack overflow, trace, and debug traps.
Systemtraps include absentsegmentand absentpagetraps,
and other traps that support virtual memory.
The trap manager component enables traps other than
system traps to be handled by the higher-level subsystems
in a hierarchical manner. Trap handling routines can be
specified that apply to a specific process,to all processes
in a given partition, or to all processesin the system. Trap
handlers installed at the process level have the option of
either handling the exception and returning to the interrupted process or referring the trap to the partition level.
Similarly, partition level trap handlers can optionally refer
handling to the system level.
Protection
The subsystemssupported by the SUN operating system
benefit from the protection of system integrity supported
by the hardware as well as the protection provided by SUN
itself. The protection provided by the hardware falls into
three categories:segmentboundschecking, mode checking,
and segment attribute checking.
All segment (data or code) referencesare checked by the
hardware to ensure that the references are within the
bounds of the segment.Furthermore, any attempt to write
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to a segmentis checked to ensure that the segmentis writable. All segments also have an attribute that indicates if
the segmentcan be accessedby code that is designatedas
unprivileged. This prevents user processesfrom directly
executing code that is strictly for internal system use. Any
violations are detected by the hardware and cause traps.
The operating system provides protection beyond that
provided by the hardware by providing an independent
partition segmenttable for eachuser partition context. Segment accesseswithin a partition are limited to segments
within the system segment table and to segments within
the segment table local to the partition. In addition, SUN

provides addressability checks at critical points in the
execution of its procedures.
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TheDesignof a General-Purpose
MultipleProcessorSystem
by BenjaminD. Osecky,DennisD. Georg,and RobertJ. Bury
LTHOUGH A NUMBER of earlier Hewlett-Packard
productshave containedmultiple-processorconfigurations, none has been able to bring the full power
and flexibility of these processorsto bear in solving user
problems. For instance,the HP 98458 Computer contains
an identical pair of 16-bit processorswith shared memory.
However, the system architecture constrains one processor
to handle the computational parts of a user's program while
the other processor,which accessesonly the I/O bus, managesthe inpuVoutput and other operating systemfunctions.
Although this partitioning of functions provides a performance advantage over a single processor for applications
in which the requirements for I/O and computation are
relatively balanced,the configuration doeslittle to improve
the performance of strictly computational or mostly I/Ooriented workloads.
Many other multiple-processorsystemsexhibit forms of
asymmetry between their computation and input/output
functions which are a result of either their hardware or
their software architecture. On some systems a particular
I/O device can be accessedby only a subsetof the processors. Communication with such a device requires either
complex communication protocolsbetween the asymmetric processorsor constrained execution of the user program
on the processorsubset.Other multiple-processorsystems
allow only a single processorat a time to executeoperating
system code.
Hardware Design
The hardware architecture of the HP 9000 Series b00
Computers hasbeen designedto provide for a fully symmetric multiple-processorarchitecture.All CPUs,VO processors, and memory controllers are interconnected by the
memory processorbus. All I/O processorsand memory are
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identically addressableby all CPUs. This implies that a
program can execute on any of the system's processors
without any changesto the way the system addresseseither
memory or I/O devices. Perhaps equally important is the
fact that all I/O processorshave an equally symmetric view
of CPUs and memory. This makes it possible for a program
to initiate an I/O operation on one processor,for the interrupt service routine to execute on the same or a different
processor, and for the user program to continue on a third
processor,all with complete transparency.
This symmetry is also exploited to improve system reliability. When the systemis turned on, the processorcomponents perform a self-test and report their results to one of
the processorswhich is temporarily designatedas a master.
This master CPU begins the execution of operating system
code that determines the number of system components
that have passedtheir self-tests and configures the system
basedon these working components.Once the systemhas
been configured, the distinction of the master CPU is canceled and the system begins normal operation, except for a
possibleloss of capacitycausedby any failed components.
For a multiple-processorsystem to be able to deliver a
significant performance improvement over a single processor, each processorin the system must be provided with
sufficient bandwidth to the system memory. In the HP 9000
Series500 Computers,the memory processorbus provides
a bandwidth of 36M bytes per second. The memory controllers are fully pipelined and are capable of responding
to arbitrary reference strings at this maximum bandwidth.
Measurements of the bandwidth consumed by a single
Series500 processorindicate that the averageconsumption
is approximately 9M bytes/s.
Another important hardware characteristic is a test-andset operator that is atomic (indivisible) with respect to mul-
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tiple-processor execution. This operator is provided by the
memory controller to allow the execution of a special request that indivisibly reads and sets a selected word in
main memory to a predetermined value. This operator
serves as a building block for constructing more complex
synchronization operators in software. This hardware
operator is also used by the CPUs when accessingcertain
table structures known to the hardware, such aspagetables.
This allows synchronization of accessamong processors,
and between processorsand the operating system software,
called SUN, when the table entries must be modified.
Another important characteristic is the ability to share
the same image of an executing program between two or
more processors.This is done by providing an architecture
in which all code is reentrant. Code is protected from modification by the hardware. This allows a single image of
the operating system to be shared by all processorsin the
system and also allows several processors to be active in
the operating system code simultaneously.
Finally, since the SUN operating system was designed
at the same time as the hardware, it was possible to make
many hardware/software tradeoffs to improve the performance of SUN. The processorinstruction set provides considerable assistanceby saving and restoring process states
during processswitching. Fig. 1 illustrates the processstate
known by the hardware. The task control block is selected
by a processorregister. Information contained in this block
identifies a process' address space, stack segment and
global data segmentthrough either system or user segment
table entries. The process stack contains information at its
base that allows setting the stack limits and the current
frame pointer. Absorbing the topmost stack frame allows
information about the process' code segment and register
state to be established. This entire procedure is accomplished by the lXlT instruction. This instruction and the

complementary state-savingoperations combine to provide
fast process context switching times.
Software Design
Each processin the system has its own task control block
and stack segment. The information contained in the task
control block includes process state information which is
known to the hardware as well as an extended plocess
statemaintained by the system software. The stateinformation known to the hardware includes the specification of
the user's address space,stack, and global data segmentas
described above. The software state includes the process
priority, its dispatching state, fields to allow the process
to be queued on a semaphore, a specification of action to
be taken in the event of an exception condition, and a list
of objects owned by the process.
The process priority indicates the relative priority of
execution of nonblocked processes.The highest-priority
process not blocked on a semaphore is always allocated a
processor. If a lower-priority process is running and a
higher-priority process becomes ready because of some
event such as the completion of an VO operation, the lowerpriority process is suspended and the higher-priority processis given a processor.This mode of scheduling in which
a higher-priority processcan preempt a lower-priority process is referred to as preemptive scheduling. The system
software was designed to be preemptable in all but a few
small code sections.
The dispatching stateindicates whether a processis waiting on a semaphore or a timer, ready for execution, or
already running on a processor. The address space indicates which virtual address space contains the memory
objects local to the process. System processesoften coexist
within the same address space and communicate directly
using shared-memory techniques. User processesfor both
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HP-UX and BASIC systems each exist within their own
address space, which can be up to 512 megabytes.Every
processalso has accessto the system address space,which
can also be as large as 512 megabytes.
Three different mechanisms are provided to allow the
synchronization of process activities: locks, semaphores
and messagepassing. A lock provides the short-term exclusion mechanism normally provided by disabling interrupts while in a critical section on a single-processorsystem. This sameeffect is accomplished on a multiple-processor system by performing a special code sequence on a
memory word, referred to as a lock word, that is associated
with the critical section in question. The exclusion operation is performed by executing the instruction readandset
to - r and testing the result. If the result is not equal to
minus one, the lock has been obtained and the critical
section can be executed. If the lock value is already minus
one, the processor must retry the indivisible readandsetto
- r instruction until a nonnegative value is read. It is then
assured that no other processor is active in the critical
section. When the processor has reached the end of the
critical section, it stores a zero back into the lock word to
indicate that the critical section can now be entered by
another processor. This locking mechanism is used many
places in the system where exclusion is required for a code
sequencethat is short and does not execute any operations
that cause the process to be blocked.
A more general processsynchronization tool is provided
by semaphore operations. The implementation of semaphores is similarto that proposed by Dijkstra.l A semaphore
is a two-word area in memory that contains a value and a
pointer to a linked list of processes.Semaphores can be
allocated in memory anywhere that other data structures
can be allocated, and there is no limit on the number of
semaphores.Two operators are provided for semaphores:
DOWNand UP. A DOWNoperator applied to a semaphore
with a value greaterthan zero merely decrementsthe value
associatedwith the semaphore.If the value is less than or
equal to zero,the value is still decremented,but the process'
stateis marked blocked and the process'taskcontrol block
is added to the queue of waiting processesassociatedwith
the semaphorein order of priority. The UPoperator increments the value of the semaphore. If the initial value of
the semaphoreis less than zero and an UPoperation occurs,
the first processwaiting on the queue is marked as ready.
If the process marked ready is of higher priority than the
process executing the UP operator, the processor is given
to the higher-priority process.
Serialization can be provided for a critical section by
associating with it a semaphore initialized to a value of
one and providing a DOWNoperator at the beginning of the
critical section followed by an UP operator at the end of
the critical section. Synchronization with a server process
is usually accomplished with a semaphore initialized to a
value of zero.
The word used as the head of the queue of tasks blocked
on a semaphore also serves as a lock word to guarantee
proper operation of the semaphorein a multiple-processor
system. Since there is a separate lock word for every
semaphore in the system, the probability of contention for
the lock is very low.
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During development of the software, it was found that
considerable simplification would result by including additional semaphore operators. The first consisted of a conditiond UPoperator which would free all processeswaiting
on a given semaphore and allow the passing of an error
escapecode. This operator is especially useful in recovering from an error condition detected by another process.
The second consisted of an indivisible DOWNand up
operator which would aliow a process to block itself on a
semaphorewhile releasing another semaphorein one indivisible operation.
Messagepassing supports interprocess global communications by allowing a processto construct a packet of information called a message,send that messageto a mailbox,
and have a different process at a later time receive the
messagefrom the samemailbox. Messagepassingand mailboxes are used by both BASIC and HP-UX system processes
to coordinate user processes.Sending and receiving messages provides process sSrnchronization similar to the
semaphore UP and DOWNoperations, coupled with an address-space-independent data transferral. The message
passing operations, in fact, are implemented using the
semaphoreoperators,which in turn use the locking concept
at the lowest level.

Fig. 2. Dlspatcher flow chart.
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Granularity*
The duration of a typical process lifetime in HP-UX,
which can last from a few tens of milliseconds to forever,
is well matched to the granularity of the underlying process
model. The BASIC system'sprocessmodel similarly is of
reasonably large granularity. The times for representative
operations for the underlying process model are:
Operation
ProcessCreation
Lock Type Synchronization
SemaphoreOperation
ProcessSwitch
AssignFreeProcessor

Time (ps)
1000
5
35
150
100

perforFlg.3. Multiple-processor
mancewitha homogeneous
load.
Each benchmarkrun consistsof
multipleidentical copies of the
sameprogtam.
To illustrate how the overall process model is implemented, consider the flowchart of the dispatcher shown
in Fig. 2. When a DOWNsynchronization operation dictates
a process block, the process is marked blocked and the
special instruction DISPis executed.This causesthe process state to be saved and control to be transferred to the
beginning of the short-term scheduler routine at the dispatcher entry point. Upon entry, the dispatcher ensures
that just one processorat a time is active within the critical
section of the dispatcher by attempting to lock a word
'ln this article, granularity is a measure of the size of independent operations that a
process or a program can be broken up into for parallel processing. In each case, the
perlomance benelits gained by parallel processing musl be weighed against the system
overhead requiredto break up lhe processorthe program.That is, finer granularityrequires
more overneao.
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Fig. 4. Pertormanceof benchmaft runscontainingnonidentical
process/oads.
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associatedwith that critical section.Onceinside the critical
section, the dispatcher scans the linked list of available
processesusing a special hardware linked-list search instruction. The highest-priority processthat is not blocked
and is not currently running on another processor is
selectedfor execution. The dispatcher'slock word is releasedand the processis launchedby settingthe the CPU's
current task control block pointer to point at the selected
process.The context switch is completedby executingan
lXlT instruction as described earlier. This results in the
restorationof the stateof this task and its continued execution until it is either blocked or is preempted.
If no tasksare found that are availablefor execution,the
dispatcher's lock is released and the special instruction
SLEPis executed.SLEPplacesthe processorin a statewhere
it is pauseduntil the next interrupt or interprocessormessage.In this way processorsthat have no work to do consume no bus bandwidth, yet are prepared to respond
quickly when an event indicating the possiblepresenceof
a new runable task occurs.
Performance
The final test of the design of any multiple-processor
system is in how much improvement in performanceis
provided by each additional processor.Fig. 3 shows the
results of a number of benchmark runs which were made
by running four copies of an identical benchmarkon each
of four processor configurations. The programs were
selected to show the performance extremes that can be
encounteredin a multiple-processorsystemload. The programs showing the least improvement were STRING 16K
and STRING80B. Theseprogramsmake use of the processor'sblock-moveinstructions,which arecapableof moving

data from one place in memory to another at the rate of
9M bytes/s.Largeand repeatedblock moves place a heavy
load on the memory processorbus.
The two-dimensional graphicsbenchmarkis mostly I/Obound on a single processorand adding additional processors does not produce a very dramatic result. The other
benchmarks,3D GRAPHICS,INTEGER,
PCAL,and FLOATING, arerespectivelya three-dimensionalgraphicsprogram
with I/O, an integermatrix multiply program,a very heavily
recursive program, and a floating-point matrix multiply
program. All of these loads are significantly improved by
having additional processorsin the system.
Fig. 4 shows the results of tests in which groups of
nonidentical processeswere run on systemscontaining a
varying number of processors.The results from theseruns
are more uniformly clustered near the theoretical n-improvement-for-n-processors
asymptote.This indicatesthat
a significantimprovementis possibleevenfor loadsincluding bandwidth-intensiveprogramssuch as STRING16K as
long as they are included with programscontaining more
typical instruction mixes.
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An ll0 Subsystemfor a 32-BitGomputer
OperatingSystem
by RobertM. Lenk,CharlesE. Mear,Jr., and MarcelE. Meier
EETING THE DIVERSE NEEDS for input/output
processingfor both the BASIC and HP-UX subsystems in the HP 9000 Series500 Computersposed
a significant challengeduring the design of the operating
system called SUN. The BASIC languagesystem for the
Model 520 Computer provides a rich I/O languagewith
supportfor real-timedeviceand instrument control.HP-UX
is a multiuser system which relies very heavily on rapid
accessto disc storagefor loading user programs,storing
user data,and managingvirtual memory. In addition, both
systemsprovide userswith a unified, device-independent
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I/O interface to all peripheral devices and mass storage
files. SUN's I/O subsystem provides common code that
fully supports the needs of both.
The SUN I/O system consists of two primary software
components-the file system and the device drivers, The
device drivers provide a uniform high-performanceinterface for managing peripherals while the file system provides file management,disc memory management,and device management services to other components of the
operating system as well as to user environments such as
HP-UX and BASIC.In general,the structureof the I/O sub-
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system (Fig. 1) mirrors the functionality of the hardware.
File System
The basic unit of disc storagemanagedby the file system
is called a volume. Each volume has a slave processthat
performs all the I/O to the volume. The creation of a separate, transparent process allows physical I/O to be performed concurrently with other tasks and provides a
mechanism whereby VO requests can be scheduled in the
most efficient manner possible. Volumes have self-contained data structures upon which files and directories are
implemented. Directories, which map filenames into files,
are managed solely by the file system while the interpretation of the contents of files is left to higher-level software.
Multiple Disc Formats. The file system supports file management of three different disc formats: HP's Logical InterchangeFormat (LIF), the disc format used by the HP 9825,
HP 9835, and HP 9845 family of computers,and the Structured Directory Format (SDF). The support for multiple
disc formats was motivated by the desire to provide file
interchange capability with other HP systems, to access
discs initialized on earlier HP computers (backward compatibility), and to provide additional capability not supported by either the LIF or HP 9845 formats. The support
for multiple disc formats does not introduce additional
overhead to the file system.
A distinct software module manages each of the three
formats. A common interface hides the disc format differences from other file system software and the BASIC subsystem.When a disc is first accessed,the file systemidentifies the disc by the contents of block 0 on the disc and
installs the correct software module to manageits structure.
The file system returns an error if the caller attempts to
use a feature not supported by the particular disc format,
but otherwise no distinction between formats can be made
by the application. Becauseof its extendedcapability, HPUX supports only SDF as its root file system. However,
HP-UX applications can accessLIF discs through standard
utility programs.
SDF supports capabilities beyond those of the other two
disc formats.Among them are extensiblefiles, hierarchical
file naming, file links, extensibledirectories,mounted volumes, device files, remote file accesssupport, and HP-UX
file protection mechanisms.
Each file on an SDF volume is describedby a 128-byte
file control block (FCB),similar to the UNIX" inode. The

FCB contains information about where the file resideson
the disc, when it was last created,accessed,and modified,
and how its use should be restricted.Disc spaceis allocated
to the file in contiguousareascalled extents(identified by
the addressof the first block of the disc areaand its size).
This form of representationenableslarge,high-speedtransfers between the disc and the memory, supports large files
efficiently, and allows the amount of disc spaceallocated
to the file to change dynamically.
To support the needsof both the BASIC and the HP-UX
systems,a portion of the FCB is reservedfor private use
by the subsystemthat createdthe file. HP-UX, for example,
uses this private data area to implement device files and
HP-UX-stylefile protection semantics.
Caching for Improved Performance. The file system uses
a pool of equal-sizebuffers (buffer cache)to improve disc
accessperformance.When data is read from the disc, it is
placed and kept in the buffer cache.When a subsequent
requestis made for the same data, it can be retrieved from
the cache without requiring any physical I/O operation.
Accessingdata in the cacheis more than an order of magnitude faster than obtaining the same data from the disc.
The number of buffers in the cacheis determined when
the system is initialized. Eventually the contents of one or
more buffers has to be discarded to read new data from the
disc (data not found in the cache).In this event,the cache
buffer that has been least recently accessedis chosen.
The cacheis also used to improve performancein other
ways. When sequentialaccessto a file is detected,the file
system prereads data from the file in anticipation of the
next read request. The data is then kept in the cache until
it is needed. The I/O required for the read is performed
concurrently with the running of the application progtam.
By prereadingdata,the file systemoverlapsCPUprocessing
with I/O device time, thereby reducing the total time it
takesto run an application.
A large portion of the time needed to move data to and
from the disc is spent waiting for the disc to prepare for
the transfer. The actual transfer of data takes much less
time. The file systemtransfersas much data as possibleon
eachdisc read/write.When prereadingdata,severalbuffers
of data are read from the disc with one transfer. The cache
also allows a file's dirty buffers (buffersthat must be written
back to the disc becausetheir contentshavebeenmodified)
to be gatheredtogetherand written to the disc in a single
transfer.

UNIXis a U.S.trademarkof Bell Laboratories
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Virtual Memory Support. Since many HP-UX systemsare
configuredwith only one disc, the file systemmust handle
file management and virtual memory support together on
a single volume. Each disc format module has entry points
that the virtual memory systemusesto allocateand deallocatedisc blocks.Thesesamehigh-speeddisc spacemanagement routines are used by the file system to allocate disc
spacefor directoriesand files. Disc storageis fully shared
between the file system and the virtual memory system.
The physical I/O generated by the virtual memory system
as a result of pagingand segmentswapping doesnot move
through the cache,becausethe virtual memory systemdoes
its own caching through sophisticated page and segment
replacementalgorithms.This VO is sent directly to a volume's VO process.The file system and virtual memory
systemtogethersupport the conceptof a memory-mapped
file. Files can be mapped onto a virtual segment and accessedthrough a pointer. Once mapped, the virtual segment contains an image of the file. Changesto the address
space represent changesto the file and vice versa. This
form of accessis sometimesmore convenient than standard
file accessroutines and can, in certain applications,result
in improved file accessperformance.
Transparent Device VO. Transparent device I/O for HP-UX
is supported through device files, which contain information about the location of a device (possiblylogical) in the
system,and the manner in which the device and system
must communicate.Thesespecialfiles are openedand accessedin the samemanner as other files. Their I/O, however, is directed to the appropriate device.
Drivers
The underlying philosophy behind the driver architecture is that each piece of hardware is encapsulated by a
separate module. A typical I/O operation involves three
separatepiecesof hardware:an I/O processor,an interface
card, and a peripheral device.l Thus, the driver implementation includes modules in three layers-I/O primitives,
first-level drivers, and second-leveldrivers. This allows
drivers to be mixed and matched for appropriate taskswithout duplicating functions. Thus, all peripherals,whether
discs, tape drives, line printers, or voltmeters, can share
the same HP-IB IEEE 488) interface card first-level driver,
while a single CS-80protocol second-leveldriver can suffice both for HP-IB-baseddiscs and the internal discs on
the Series500'sintegratedworkstation,the Model 520 (see
Fig. 2). Becauseof this modularity, the potential also exists
to move any first-level driver to other machines where the
same interface cards are present on different I/O channels,
or to move any second-leveldriver to other machines where
the same peripheralsuse different interface cards.
Each of the three layers invokes the one below it through
a procedurecall. This keepsthe overheadof the modularization to a minimum. However, in special caseswhere
even this overheadis consideredexcessive,an individual
driver module crossesthese conceptuallayers to optimize
performance. A primary example of such an optimization
is a special driver to do fast readsand writes of CS-80discs
on the HP-IB interface.
The modular driver organization allows software to be
configured to match precisely the hardware on which it
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runs. A minimal software system contains only the VO
primitives and the drivers necessary for a minimal
hardware configuration without wasting kernel code space
on unnecessarymodules.As more hardware is added, the
corresponding drivers are added to the software. All global
system tables of drivers and devices are built dynamically
by the modules that are present at system boot, rather than
being compiled into a central part of the code or requiring
a complicatedsystemgenerationactivity. Hence,the addition of drivers doesnot require any recompilation or relinking of the system; it is accomplished by simply merging
the driver code into the system boot area in HP-UX and
rebooting,orby executingtheLOADBINcommandin BASIC.
The same ability to configure modules into the system is
used by the file system for the modules that managedifferent disc formats, and by other subsystemsoutside of I/O.
UO Primitives. The primary purpose of the I/O primitives
module is to encapsulatethe interfaceto the VO processor
and the servicesit provides. These servicesinclude direct
memory access(DMA) transfers acrossthe backplane, passing interrupts to the CPU, and running channel programs
(lists of I/O operations which are run by the I/O processor
without CPU intervention). These servicesare presented
to the drivers as routines that are independent of the nature
of the I/O processor, such as setting up a DMA transfer or
waiting for the interrupt at its completion. A few of these
routines that are simple but frequently executed are implementedwith specialcompiler support by in-line expansion in the calling driver's code.
There are other tasks which, though not directly related
to the I/O processor,are common to several drivers, and
thus are also included at the primitives layer. For example,
the primitives module examines all I/O slots at system initialization to determine which interfaces are present. This
is an essential part of the self-configuration process, because it allows each first-level driver to select which interface cards are appropriate for it to address without
any knowledge of the behavior of other cards that may
be present.
The primitives also provide for resource allocation
among drivers to prevent multiple requestsfrom interfering
with one another. This is generally handled by providing
mutual exclusion to each I/O slot, but it also involves the
length of request. For shorter requests, interfaces such as
terminal multiplexers allow multiple outstanding requests
with certain restrictions, which are enforced by the primitives, For longer requests, each I/O processor has
Voltmeter Access

User Disc Access

Chosen based on the l/O card
+s€€h
in the specitied slot

F)9.2. Driver structure for HP 9000 Model 520 Computer.

bandwidth limitations, and in rare instances it is possible
for a high-speeddevice to lock out a synchronousdevice
on a separateslot. The primitives provide mutual exclusion
between such incompatible devices on the sameI/O processor.
HP'CIO. The HP 9000 Series 500 Computers are the first
HP products to support HP's new family of interface cards,
known as HP Channel I/O (HP-CIO).Eachcard in this family
sharesseverallevels of protocol, someof which communicate fairly complex tasks between the host computer and
a microprocessoron the card. The card's microprocessor
can perform such tasks as searching input streams for a
termination character, or editing lines of text input from a
terminal. Much of this protocol is encapsulatedat the
primitives level, allowing not only a sharing of code among
drivers, but also efficient implementation of the protocol
by matching it carefully to the I/O processor'sfunctionality,
The I/O primitives level provides a useful layer to insulate the drivers from the VO processor.Hence, all the interface card and peripheral drivers can be written in MODCAL
(HP's internal Pascal-like systems programming language)
rather than being forced to use assembly language. This
encapsulation of the assembly language in the VO primitives reducesthe time required to design, code, test, and
maintain the driver compared to programming in assembly
language.The reliablity of the drivers is greatly improved,
becauseit is easierto understand the code and its function
when the code is in a high-level language.
First-Level and Second-Level Drivers. The first-level and
second-leveldrivers are designedto hide the anomaliesof
the peripherals and interface cards while providing all the
functions that each device provides (e.g.,full accessto the
instrumentation features of the HP-IB interface).
Nonspecific device features are relegated to higher levels
of the I/O hierarchy to prevent duplication of functions
that would increase the overall size of the VO subsystem,
reduce performance,or possibly present inconsistent behavior for different drivers. In addition to encapsulating
the specific peripheral or interface card characteristics to
provide accessto a generic device, the driver design provides accessto rather dissimilar devices (e.g.,discs and
HP-IB interface cards) with the same parametersfor either
the first- or second-leveldriver procedures.This uniformity
provides the first step in supplying the user with a totally
device-independent IiO interface.
The SUN operating system drivers also provide extremely resilient recovery from error conditions. They have
been through a thorough set of tests to ensure that the
drivers never leave the device they control or leave the
system in a bad state (requiring a power cycling of the
computer or device) as a result of any possibleerror condition. Extra effort was taken to provide a broad resolution
of enor conditions reported to the system rather than combining many different errors into generic error values. The
drivers also provide numerous different soft-error reports
to inform the user of nonerror related data such as the
occurrence of an automatic data record sparing (replacement of a bad record with a good record) on a mass storage
medium or a case where the system had to retry an access
to a data record to obtain it without an error. This additional
resolution and the soft-errorconceptprovide the user with

a more informed view of the operation of the system instead
of requiring a guess as to what is going wrong.
HP's earlier desktop computers have always provided
accessto the hardware registers on the I/O cards to provide
customers with accessto features not provided by the I/O
languageof their system.However, the new-generationHPCIO cards are far more complex to program and in addition,
do not have conventional registers.Thus, the SUN drivers
provide a synthesizedset of registers,called pseudoregisters. This provides the user with the samemodel as on the
HP 9845 Computer for accessingfeatures of an I/O card not
normally provided by the system, but done in cooperation
with the driver. Thus, the driver has the opportunity to
provide additional functions in an isolated manner. This
allows the same pseudoregisters to be used for different
implementations of the same type of interface card, which
increasesthe portability of user applications,
The SUN drivers support the broad set of peripherals
produced by Hewlett-Packard.Instead of initially supplying a core set and then adding less-essentialdrivers at a
later time, SUN provides support for all peripherals that
make reasonable sense for the HP 9000 marketplace. One
additional driver that is somewhat unusual is the memory driver. This driver usesthe main memory of the running
system to simulate a disc drive. The code required to provide this driver is a great deal simpler than if this function
were provided at a higher level. The result is that a user
can develop an application that accessesa disc file and
then decide to store the data in main memory to gain the
performance advantageof not having to spend the time to
accessa disc drive. The changeis trivial using the memory
driver; simply revise the referenceto the specific mass
storage device to be the memory driver rather than the
original disc drive.
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Viewpoints

Copingwith Priorlnvention
by Donald L. Hammond

HIS MONTH, IIEWLETT-PACKARD is introducing a new
printer, the ThinkJet (W 2225), which offers what we believe is an unprecedented combination of features: 150
character-per-secondprinting speed, archival print on ordinary
paper, small size, quiet operation, and low cost-both initial cost
and total cost of ownership. Power requirements are so low that
one model is available with a battery pack that provides more
than three hours of printing, or about 200 pages.These advantages
have been made possible by a new ink jet printing technology,
which we have called tJrermal ink jet, or more picturesquely,
"Thinklet," to differentiate it clearly from the more common kind
of thermal printing, which requires special paper.
We think the story of this technology development is an interesting example of what can happen in today's fast-moving technological environment. In our HP Laboratories at Palo Alto, in the fall
of 1978, fohn Vaught was looking for a new printing method tJrat
would have the advantage of inherent simplicity compared with
the rather complex electrophotographic process used in the HP
26804 Laser Printer, for which fohn had designed the optical
scanning package.
He started with the idea of turning ink into vapor by high-speed
electrolysis and heating, using pressure to eject drops. When this
was found to work but with serious failure rates. he conceived
the idea of using a small resistor, which when heated for a few
microsecondsby a current pulse, createdbubbles, thereby ejecting
drops of ink from a nozzle. This was first demonstrated in March
t979.
We proceededto develop this idea, amidst some skepticism that
the necessaryperformance and reliability could ever be achieved.
The ThinkJet printer is testimony that these concerns were dispersedby extensive development work in severalHP organizations
on the process and structure. One of the key concepts, originated
at HP's Corvallis Division, was a totally disposable ink jet head

Hewlett-Packard
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94304

with a self-contained ink supply.
It is not uncommon, when an important problem such as quality
printing receives the attention of many people, that independent
conception occurs in isolated researchcenters. Such was the case
with Thinkfet. In September 1981 we learned of the existence of
the same concept under development at Canon, Inc., in Japan.
Ichiro Endo had conceived the idea independently, with an earlier
invention date. Canon referred to the technology as "Bubblejet."
Since we in HP were convinced that this new technology had
great promise, the arrival of a new player in this arena caused
some concern as to our respective technical positions. There were
a number of options but the most attractive for HP was to work
with Canon.Excellent ties between the two companieshad already
been established as a result of our acquisition from them of technology for electrophotographic printers several years earlier.
Hewlett-Packard and Canon have agreed to cooperate in the
technology development. Becausethis processstarted in 1S83,the
sharing of technical data has had no major impact on our first
product release,but we can feel the positive effect that it is having
on our continuing developments. Canon has reflected to us similar
feelings. Working with a group that represents a combination of
cooperation and competition has provided a valuable perspective,
especially increasedobjectivity, for the technical and management
teams of both companies.
This experience has reinforced the principle that technology
alone can rarely make a significant contribution in this complex,
fast-moving world. There are equally valuable elements, sometimes involving the resolution of relationships in the spirit of
international competition and cooperation,that can have dramatic
effects on our ability to bring that technology to the market.
We will be reporting in a future issue on rnore details of these
developments, including the Thinkfet printer.
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